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Thomas, CMT, CST-D , when the scale doesn’t match regular 
healthy eating and exercise, there could be underlying med-
ical issues.  Be sure to read How to Help Kids with Autism Lose 
Weight the Healthy Way as Thomas reviews common health 
issues that can lead to weight gain as well as ways to help 
your child make good food choices.

While it’s vital for parents to spend time finding innovative 
ways to guide their children with autism, it’s equally import-
ant for parents to find the time to take care of themselves. 
Between work, therapies, doctor appointments, educational 
plans and family life, it can be a challenge to remember to cel-
ebrate being a couple. With Valentine’s Day around the cor-
ner, we asked a mother to three children, one with autism, to 
share with us how she celebrates love every day. Take a look 
at ASD Parents: Simple Ways to Celebrate A Lifetime of Love as 
Michelle Myers describes some simple and inexpensive date 
night ideas. As Myers explains, love can be shown in so many 
different ways without succumbing to commercialism.  

Be sure to also take a look at our collection of personal nar-
ratives in this issue as they exemplify loving relationships. 
In Steven Josias’ piece called A Special Life Bond: The Joy of 
Tickling, for example, this doting grandfather of a young boy 
with autism describes their devoted friendship.And in Public 
Places - The Need to Stay Strong and Courageous, Emily David-
son tenderly explains how tough it can be to take her young 
daughter with multiple diagnoses out in public while also of-
fering readers much-needed strength.

Wishing our readers good health, good friends and enough 
love to last a lifetime. Celebrate every day.

Kind regards, 

Amy KD Tobik
Editor-in-Chief

Editor’s Letter

Dear Readers,

There are days I feel caught between wanting to 
catch up on world news and needing to turn off 
the noise entirely.  The news clips that highlight 
natural disasters, violence and heartbreak are of-
ten too much to absorb. 

Coping with traumatic events can be a challenge for people 
of all ages, especially children.  And for young people with 
autism, the struggle can be intensified.

So how can we help children with autism handle traumat-
ic events they may hear about,  such as impending storms, 
school shootings and terrorism? How can parents provide 
the comfort and reassurance their child needs? 

These are important questions — that’s why we connected 
with Karen Kabaki-Sisto, M.S. CCC-SLP, who has shared her 
expertise on ways you can guide your child.  In her piece, 
Valuable Ways to Help Your Child with Autism Cope with Trau-
matic Events, Kabaki-Sisto provides several communication 
strategies which can help you develop a stronger relation-
ship between you and your child, and, in turn, make your 
child feel more comfortable in a changing world.

Providing strategies for dealing with daily life is one of our 
major goals here at Autism Parenting Magazine. From our se-
lection of articles on autism solutions and education to the 
latest news and personal narratives, there is something for 
every family.

If you are in search of guidance on helping your child with au-
tism get to sleep, for example, take a look at Kim V. Faiman’s 
article called Sure Fire Ways to Help Your ASD Child Go To Bed. A 
single mother of twin 18-year-old boys, one with autism and 
one typical, Faiman has plenty of valuable advice to share.

Are you interested in new concepts surrounding autism and 
speech? We have an interesting article by speech therapist 
Keri Vandongen this month which explains the unique way 
she helped a young boy with autism who would shut down 
completely when surrounded by other children.  In her piece, 
Excellent New Ways to Help Your ASD Child Talk at School, Van-
dongen describes how she instilled the help of parents, 
teachers as well as students to remarkably change one little 
boy’s world. It’s really inspirational.

Another issue many of our families deal with is weight man-
agement as it can be a difficult for some children on the spec-
trum to maintain a healthy size. As we learn from by Karen 
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A
t home, you as the parent can provide com-
fort and reassurance for your child while 
growing closer.  Here are some examples of 
communication I have had with my clients 
through the years to deal with traumatic 

events: 

1.    Pinpoint What Your Child Wants to 
Know:  

Because we might not have an accurate under-
standing of what children with autism are think-
ing, sometimes we may presume that they’re ask-
ing something deeper or more complex than what 
is truly on their minds.  One way to identify exact-
ly what your child wants to know is to ask her to 
give more information or to clarify the question. 
 
For example, a client of mine recently asked me, 
“Why are the kids in my school making French flags 
for their classrooms?”  Withholding details of the 
recent terroristic attacks, I asked her, “What do you 
mean?”  She said while chuckling, “This is the Unit-
ed States, not France.  We have to have the USA flag 
in the classroom.”  I responded factually, “People in 
the United States and all over the world are think-
ing about France right now by making French flags.” 

Valuable Ways  
to Help Your Child with Autism  
Cope with Traumatic Events 

By Karen KABAKI-SISTO, M.S. CCC-SLP

Terrorism, school shootings, disastrous weather — these are just a few sobering 
reminders of the sometimes unpredictable world we live in.  In times of distress, 
children with autism especially need our help to navigate such confusing and scary 
moments.  If warranted, assistance from a qualified professional such as a psychologist, 
social worker, or counselor should be sought to help your child and/or yourself cope 
with trauma.

AUTISM SOLUTIONS
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I allowed her to continue the conversation: “Yes, I 
think about France right now, too, because I learn 
how to talk French in French class in my class in the 
United States.”  Obviously, this child was not asking 
about terrorism.

2.    Use Other Forms of Communication like 
Drawing, Role play, Writing, etc.:  

Out of the blue, one of my clients asked me, “Why 
don’t the firemen use ladders?”  He was unable 
to use different words or manipulate language to 
explain, and I had no idea as to what he was re-
ferring.  I gave him paper to draw what he meant.  
Though this was a few years after the Septem-
ber 11th terroristic attacks on the World Trade Cen-
ter, my student drew the ladders from the fire 
trucks reaching the 100th floor of the twin towers. 
 
It became apparent that he misunderstood the 
length limitations of a fire truck’s ladder.  I had 
him tape several papers together to illustrate 
the grand height of the twin towers.  Then, we 
used only two sheets of paper taped together to 
compare the ladder’s insufficient length.  His re-
sponse was that buildings should only be built as 
high as the fire trucks’ ladders can reach.  I agreed. 

3.    Compare Frequent vs. Rare Events:  

Many children with autism depend on the stabil-
ity of predictability.  Any traumatic event is a dis-
ruption, so we need to help them understand 
probability to develop a sense of proportion. 
 
After the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami, my client, shut-
tering in fear, refused to take a family reunion trip 
to the seashore.  His parents and I helped him think 
about the nature of risk: That while storms are fairly 
frequent and common everywhere, most storms are 
not tornados or hurricanes. And earthquakes, which 
are usually the cause of tsunamis, are even rarer. 
 
If needed for further reassurance, together look 
up probability statistics of disastrous weath-
er and seismic activity online.  Assure your child 
that just like the TV weatherperson predicts the 
weather daily to let us know if we should take 
our umbrellas, agencies like the National Weath-
er Service and the National Earthquake Informa-
tion Center are always monitoring to keep us safe. 

4.    Explain Complex Concepts in Basic Ways: 

Understanding people’s motives to commit despi-
cable, purposeful acts such as terrorism is incredibly 
difficult for most of us.  Children with autism who 
tend to think concretely usually have an even harder 
time processing this complex information.  If they ask 
about such topics, it helps to be very specific yet basic 
to explain, channel, and guide their understanding. 
 
Recently, my client asked me, “Why did people kill 
other people in Paris?”  When I asked her what her 
thoughts were, she truly had no idea.  To respond as a 
matter-of-fact, I said, “Some people don’t want to do 
good things, but that is not right.”  Again, she asked 
why people don’t want to do good things and instead 
do ‘unright’ things.  Like before, this time using differ-
ent words, my response included basic facts to express 
the same concept. I said, “Some people feel that it’s OK 
to hurt other people, but it’s never OK to hurt anyone.” 
 
She continued to ask questions out of confusion.  
Recognizing that this child really wanted a deeper 
discussion, we continued.  I knew I had to give her 
a way to analyze inhumane acts to understand that 
not everyone has the best intentions.  I explained, 
“Most people want to do good things, but a few peo-
ple do not.  Like the people who stole things from 
your house a little while ago, some people do not 
follow the rules.  Just like the police kept you safe 
from the people who robbed your house and put 
them in jail, people in government and everyday 
heroes around the world are keeping us safe too.” 

5.    Help Your Child to Observe Objectively:  

In the months that followed the horrific events of 
September 11th, planes flying overhead might have 
evoked fear within some people. For others who saw 
the events unfold or replayed on TV over the years, 
the sights and sounds of emergency vehicles may 
cause similar stress during routine emergencies. Such 
was the case for a client of mine one day on the play-
ground when fire trucks passed with sirens blaring.  
She blurted out to the kids, “It’s happening again! It’s 
September 11th all over again!  Run away!  Run away!” 
 
Knowing that I needed to help her observe ob-
jectively, I said, “Look around. It’s not Septem-
ber 11th.  It is (whatever the current date was). It’s a 
house fire, and look – the firefighters and police 
got all the people who live in the house out safely.” 

AUTISM SOLUTIONS
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6.    Provide Reassurance: 

Frozen in fear, my client with autism refused to at-
tend school after overhearing his older teen-aged 
sister discuss some recent school shootings in the 
news. To provide a comprehensive feeling of com-
fort and safety, his parents and I reassured him 
that their home and his school are safe.  We list-
ed as many security measures as possible, such as 
how Mom and Dad set the house alarm at night, 
pointed out the numerous smoke detectors, and 
mapped their fire escape plan.  Likewise, at school, 
we reminded him that all school visitors have to 
sign in and wear nametags, plus regularly-prac-
ticed fire/evacuation drills keep everyone safe.    

7.    Be Honest: 

We don’t have all answers, and it’s ok to tell your 
child when you are not sure either.  You can explain 
to your child that you are learning along with him or 
her, and as a team, you’ll both figure out what’s best.  

8.   The 3 E’s: 

EMPATHIZE with your child that it is natural and OK 
to be scared, and give him EMPOWERMENT to ap-
proach you and other adults for reassurance and 
comfort.  And, of course, ENCOURAGE him to contin-
ue to be kind to others.  
 
Using these communication strategies between you 
and your child will help develop a stronger relation-
ship, and, in turn, your child will feel comfortable and 
safe in this ever-changing world.

AUTISM SOLUTIONS
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Karen Kabaki-Sisto, M.S. CCC-SLP, is a Communication Expert 
and Advocate helping people with autism for over 20 years. As 
a certified Speech-Language Pathologist and Applied Behav-
ior Analysis Instructor, Karen has been empowering people 
with autism to have more meaningful conversations like never 
before. Her highly effective “I CAN! For Autism Method™” - per-
fected for over 10 years and now incorporated within the iPad 
app “I Can Have Conversations With You!™” is changing lives 
through improved social and language skills. It is  100% fun 
for both kids and adults to use! Join the conversation at www.
iCanForAutism.com.
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T
he most important thing to establish immedi-
ately is a nighttime routine. This routine must be 
consistent and enjoyable.

 
This is how we succeeded:

Set a nightly bedtime and STICK TO IT!

�Around an hour before the bedtime, start the 
night routine. (I did not let anything interfere with 
this, no phone calls, no visitors, nothing. This will 

be your nightly sanity once they are asleep. My 
boys at the age now of almost 18 still have bed-
times and a routine).

��Bath every night (if you cannot bathe, wash up is 
just as good).

��PJ’s on.

��Read a book or story following bath.

�Once you have read the book, lights are low, no TV 
or loud noises. You want to keep it calm and quiet.

�In their bedroom is where they stay. Make your 
exit right away after kissing goodnight. Tell them 
it is bedtime. Keep repeating this.

Let me explain why this works. A bath calms and 
sets the tone that it is close to bedtime. Pajamas 
on means bedtime is next. Reading is of course 
important but also relaxes your child and cre-
ates a special bond between you. Once the kiss 
goodnight and prayers or whatever you end 
with is done, child knows it time to go to sleep.   
 
   What I found when trouble arises:

They are thirsty - Do not allow them to get out of 
bed. Bring them water, (if hungry, no food at bed-
time - a snack before story or bath).  It is important to 
establish that it IS bedtime. If you allow them out of 
the room, other than to use bathroom, it throws off 
the whole routine.

If they come out, put them right back in bed. You 
can rub back, sing a soft song, but less talking the 
better. I would sit on the floor next to my sons 
bed and gently rub his back and whisper prayers. 

SUREFIRE WAYS  
to Help Your ASD Child Go To Bed  
By  Kim V. FAIMAN

In order to have a good day, your child must sleep. That is easier said than done when 
raising a child on the spectrum. 

SLEEP
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Remember whatever you CHOSE will become a habit. 
So if you lay down with them, expect to every night. 
 
If they are crying, let them. Stand on other side of 
door and every five minutes go in: here’s the cru-
cial part, do not engage in talking or getting up-
set. Stick with my three C’s - stay cool, calm, and 
collected. Repeat your bedtime phrases and tell 
them they are okay. I like saying ‘I love you,’ ‘Time to 
sleep’ and ‘It’s bedtime, goodnight.’ Leave the room. 
 
This will get better the more consistent you are.  
Children will feed off your stress, so staying calm 
is essential. The calmer you are shows your young 
one that you are in control. When you are in con-
trol they will feel safe. When they feel safe, they will 
sleep. It doesn’t have to be complicated or stressful.  
 
Remember that you as the parent are responsible 
for setting up a good system of structured living. 
Sleeping and eating routines are the most import-
ant part of being healthy happy, and successful. 
I guarantee that if you as the parent remain firm and lov-
ing, you will establish a pattern of control that will ripple 
out into other areas of your relationship with your child. 
 

SLEEP

The work and effort you put in now will pay off later 
in your child’s life. I know — I lived it.

Kim Faiman is a single mother of twin boys — 
one with autism, one typical. She is a third degree 
black belt and taught young ones martial arts for 
10  years. Her sons are her testimony to what she 
knows works for children. Kim’s sons just turned 18 
years old and both are exemplary students and hu-
man beings — she is very proud. 

Different Roads
Tools for kids on the spectrum since 1995.
(800) 853-1057 • www.difflearn.com
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O
ver the years, I’ve decided to make it my 
life’s mission to set straight as many miscon-
ceptions as possible about my daughter. 
Thoughtless statements made from those 
misconceptions are brought on by igno-
rance. Ignorance isn’t to be faulted, it’s to be 
corrected. 

I want to go on the record briefly in saying that I do 
not, by any means, think that I’m speaking for all 
special needs parents. Not everyone wants to be an 
open book about the most difficult times in their life, 
nor should they feel obligated to. This is just me. This 
is how I cope. I can’t change the incredibly difficult 
things about raising a child with such severe special 
needs. I can, however, spread understanding.

So, what is one of the most difficult things about be-
ing the parent of a child like Lexi? As I’m sure you’ve 
already gathered, my answer was taking her to pub-
lic places. Every parent out there with a special needs 
child understands this, though we all may have dif-
ferent reasons for why it is so. Reasons such as these: 

1. My child looks different than other children

2.  My child looks the same as other children, yet acts 
differently, and people don’t understand why

3. I’m tired of the stares

4.  I’m tired of the criticism and advice from other par-
ents who think they know better, but don’t

5.  I’m tired of being embarrassed by my child’s be-
havior

  6.  I’m tired of feeling guilty for being embarrassed, 
because it’s not my child’s fault

  7.  I’m tired of having to watch my child’s every move, 
every single second, of every single day

  8. I’m tired of being jealous of other families 

  9. I’m tired of feeling guilty for being jealous

10. I’m tired of how exhausting it is

11. I’m tired of being exhausted

12.  I’m tired of... (Fill in the blank. This could go on 
forever)

PUBLIC PLACES 
The Need to Stay Strong and Courageous 

By Emily DAVIDSON

PERSONAL NARRATIVE

The other day a friend asked me what the hardest thing in my life is when it came 
to raising my daughter. Questions like these make me incredibly happy. My daugh-
ter, Lexi, is a bit on the unique side in that she has multiple diagnoses. She has both 
Down syndrome and West syndrome, paired with a severe cognitive impairment and 
autism. 
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Every single one of these reasons is legitimate. Every 
single one of these reasons is something that I’ve felt 
at some point in my daughter’s life. However, with the 
exception of the exhaustion, most of these reasons 
actually don’t concern me too much anymore. What 
random people think about me or my child doesn’t 
really matter. It hasn’t always been this way. It took 
me a long time to get over that particular neurosis. 
What others think used to be an enormous concern 
of mine. After my daughter came into my life, how-
ever, I finally got to the point where I realized that 
continuing to think this way with a child like Lexi 
would eventually give me an ulcer. That sounded 
particularly unpleasant, so I stopped. Not easily and 
not overnight, but eventually. Let me tell you, life is 
much easier now.

The motivation to write on this subject was the look 
of surprise on my friend’s face when I told them my 

actual reason for finding it difficult to take 
my daughter to public places. The reason 
is this: I may not care what people are 
thinking, but I do care about other people. 
I don’t care if they’re thinking something 
bad about me or my child. I don’t care if 
they’re criticizing us, outwardly or not. It 
is a fact, however, that my presence with 
Lexi in most public places will affect those 
around us in some way, and sometimes 
that way is negative. That, I do care about.

My daughter is extremely loud and ex-
tremely messy. She has no respect for per-
sonal space. She thinks that pulling the 
hair of a complete stranger is a great way 
to say hello. She feels that licking some-
one and then slapping them upside the 
face is an expression of love. She expects 
anyone she meets to sing “Wheels On the 
Bus” when asked, and gets extremely agi-
tated when things don’t go her way. These 
are the legitimate reasons for my concern.

I am hyperaware of how Lexi’s presence 
may affect those around us. The other families 
around us in a restaurant didn’t bargain for the girl 
at the next table who won’t stop making loud noises 
or throwing tortilla chips on the floor. The woman in 
the chair next to us at the salon didn’t bargain for 
the little girl next to her, who is crying non-stop be-
cause she can’t stand to have her hair touched. The 
other families at the park didn’t bargain for a little 
girl who has no concept of how to connect with oth-
er kids, and ends up knocking smaller children to the 
ground in a simple attempt to play. 

Here’s where correcting the ignorance comes in. 
Most special needs parents have heard some form of 
this question over the years: “Why would you bring 
your child to a place like this? Don’t you think about 
how it affects other people?” Well, here’s our answer: 
“Yes. We do think about it. Every. Single. Day.” 

I never stop thinking. I never stop strategizing. I nev-
er stop worrying. Every time we go out to eat; get a 

PERSONAL NARRATIVE

The life of a family with a special needs child is a deep sea of worries 
and cares, some of which even they can only begin to fathom. 
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haircut; or play at a park, an overload of concerns for 
those around us flood my brain. Every special needs 
parent out there has experienced this to some de-
gree. It permeates every single thing in our lives that 
involve public interaction. The problem is that it can’t 
be our only concern.

Our special kids NEED to learn how to act in social 
situations. How else are they going to learn, if not 
by doing? There is only so much good that therapy 
and schooling can do if children like ours are nev-
er allowed to try out their newly learned behaviors 
in the necessary environment. So, we take them in 
public, holding our breath and trying our damned-
est to simply focus on our kiddos and not start in on 
our own particular cycle of worry. I’m here to tell you, 
it’s dilly of a pickle!

If everyone out there had even an inkling of the sheer 
volume of worries that run daily treks through the 
brains of special needs parents, I’m sure there would 
be much fewer statements like the aforementioned. 
The life of a family with a special needs child is a deep 
sea of worries and cares, some of which even they 
can only begin to fathom. 

The honest truth is that there really isn’t a simple 
solution to this problem. Every child is different. Ev-
ery parent is different. Our hopes, desires, abilities 
and difficulties are different. I’d never presume to tell 
every parent of a special needs child to just get over 
their fears and face public scrutiny, whether you’re 
ready for it or not. What I will say is this: Whatever 
you do, do it with confidence. Your child deserves 
every experience, public or not, that they desire. If 
someone questions your child’s rights, inform them. 
Stand up for those rights. Cure the ignorance. 

Finally, and most importantly, know that you’re not 
alone. There are literally thousands of families around 
the world who understand exactly what you’re go-
ing through. Be strong. Be courageous. And if all else 
fails, just be like my Lexi and just lick the mean peo-
ple on the face. Stops them every time.

PERSONAL NARRATIVE

Emily Davidson is married and the mother of three 
children, residing in Kalamazoo, MI. She is a classi-
cally trained pianist by trade. Her oldest child, Alex-
is, has multiple diagnoses which include Down syn-
drome, West syndrome, and autism.

TIMELESS
Essential Oils

www.TimelessEssentialOils.com
Rosemount, Minnesota, USA

Authentic Essential Oils
Help Manage Autism
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Pure, therapeutic grade Essential Oils
Paraben and Phthalate free skin care
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“I’ll Never Give Up On You”
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc

Please, click to listen & share
youtube Autism Song “I’ll Never Give Up Ou You”

* To Our Wonderful Children * 

All Proceeds Used to Further Autism Awareness

Available on iTunes 
https://itunes.apple.com/.I’ll Never Give Up On You

    Autism is what our children have, 
autism  is not who they are. Writing
and  recording  this  Autism  Song - 
"I'll  Never  Give  Up  On  You"  was  such  a  positive 
experience. The picture of this little boy with his angelic 
face, is my son. He was diagnosed with autism at age 3. 
He is now a wonderful young adult. Different. Yet, equally 
important!  Keep raising awareness. 
The Best to You and Yours on this uncommon journey, 
George

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8a6ufii_1s
https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/ill-never-give-up-on-you-autism/id916006287?i=916006324&ign-mpt=uo%3D4


M
any mothers talk about how their chil-
dren on the autism spectrum (or they 
themselves) are having trouble losing 
weight. Often this difficulty is due to 
combined factors, beginning with a 
diet high in sugars and starchy car-
bohydrates, but other factors may be 

contributing as well.

Weight Loss Checklist

Healthy weight loss can be a challenge for children 
on the autism spectrum. They may be eating what 
they believe to be a healthy diet and exercising, but 
still they cannot lose the weight. When this happens, 
I go through a mental checklist of seven things:

How to Help Kids with Autism  
LOSE WEIGHT THE  

HEALTHY WAY
By Karen THOMAS, CMT, CST-D    

AUTISM AND DIET
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Metabolic syndrome

Liver congestion

Thyroid imbalance

Adrenal stress

Candida

Leptin resistance

Brain support

Metabolic Syndrome

Metabolic syndrome is an imbalance in your metab-
olism. Blood sugar levels cannot stabilize and this 
causes a myriad of other problems in the body. This 
imbalance can lead to Type II diabetes. Metabolic 
syndrome is usually caused by a diet high in sug-
ar and bad fats (corn, safflower, sunflower, peanut, 
canola, and soybean oils). This can also be inherited 
in utero from the mother’s eating habits. It should 
be noted that monosodium glutamate or MSG, a fla-
vor enhancer that is added to many foods, is toxic to 
the brain and contributes to obesity. The same is true 
for the artificial sweetener aspartame found in many 
food and beverage items labeled as “diet.” Addition-
ally, when the body has multiple toxins to remove, 
the liver becomes congested.

The omega 3 fatty acid docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) 
reduces the risk of metabolic syndrome. DHA revers-
es insulin resistance, is known to reduce stomach fat, 
decreases inflammation, and is a necessary compo-
nent of brain health.

Liver Congestion

Most children on the autism spectrum are born with 
a congested liver, and most adults have one as well. 
If the liver cannot remove toxins quickly enough, it 
cannot do its job of helping to remove excess hor-
mones and keep hormones in balance. Hormone lev-
els are balanced by the liver. The amount of hormone 
issues a person has often correlates to the health of 
their liver.

Insulin is a hormone. Insulin allows our body’s cells 
to absorb glucose, or sugar, from our blood.  Glucose 
stops the body from using fat as energy. A congest-
ed liver and fat deposits around this organ cause 
the liver to become insulin resistant. This causes the 
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body to produce more glucose, raises blood sugar 
levels and further increases insulin resistance. To fur-
ther aggravate the situation, once all sugar stores are 
used up from the liver, your cells will begin to break 
down protein from your muscles and bones to burn 
as sugar. In this case, you must reverse this process 
and re-train your body to burn fat.

Adrenal Stress and Thyroid Imbalance

This vicious glucose cycle triggers the stress response 
on the adrenal glands. The adrenal glands release 
the two stress hormones adrenaline and cortisol. A 
release of these hormones triggers a spike in blood 
sugar and eventually trains your body to continue 
burning sugar instead of fat. This constant stress 
response overworks the adrenal glands and causes 
extreme fatigue. Eating sugar also triggers the stress 
response. Weak adrenals lead to a poor functioning 
thyroid gland, which also reduces the body’s ability 
to lose weight.

The Right Fat

Today’s modern diet and general medical opinion is 
that eating less fat and eating more carbohydrates 
has caused an epidemic in obesity and diabetes. Our 
bodies need fat, but it must be the right kind of fat. 
Some good, healthy fats are olive oil, avocado, and 
coconut oil. Remember that carbohydrates turn to 
sugar in your body. This is often seen as belly fat or 
fat around the waist or midline. The real health prob-
lem in that case is that there is fat depositing itself 
around your internal organs and arteries that go to 
your heart.

Candida Issues

Candida albicans, commonly known as yeast, can 
become overgrown in the gut. When this happens 
it not only effects the health of our gut, immune 
system, and brain but our blood sugar, as well. We 
will crave carbohydrates and sugar because Candi-
da uses it as its food supply. Candida also causes the 
gut to leak and allows for undigested food particles 
to enter the bloodstream causing inflammation and 
food allergies. Enzyme production decreases and 
bloating increases. This all triggers an immune re-
sponse that alerts the adrenals to affect their own 
stress response. Worse, because the lining of the gut 
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What you can do

What you can do is eat plenty of food, just the right 
ones in the right combinations. Protein sources in 
moderation combined with lots of good fats, (yes, 
that’s right!) and non-starchy vegetables. The good 
fats are avocado, olive oil, coconut oil, and nuts (ex-
cept peanuts). Go to www.naturallyhealingautism.
com, for a FREE downloadable gut healing and 
weight loss diet.

It takes twenty-one days to rebalance your leptin 
levels. After this time you may eat foods not on the 
diet, but within moderation. Once leptin is balanced, 
you should continue to maintain your weight. Some 
meal examples are eggs with avocado or chicken 
with a green salad and olive oil, adding nuts such as 
almonds, cashews and macadamias. Maintain a re-
duction or elimination of bad starchy carbohydrates 
(cereal, cookies, crackers, etc.), sugar, bad fats, mono-
sodium glutamate, or sugar substitutes such as as-
partame and sucralose. As you detoxify it will be im-
portant to support your liver. Supplementing with 
milk thistle is excellent for this.

If fatigue, hair loss, cold hands and feet and weight 
gain are concerns, have your thyroid levels tested by 
your health care practitioner. A saliva adrenal test 
is extremely helpful too. One can be done through 
your natural health care practitioner. Be sure to get 
the test that measures saliva at four different times 
of day. Diagnos-Techs is an excellent lab for this. 
Their adrenal saliva test also measures your gliadin 
(gluten) tolerance.

Ask your practitioner about taking the supplement 
5HTP to build serotonin levels, and take magnesium 
daily as low levels of magnesium can cause leptin 
and insulin resistance. Chromium picolinate is a min-

AUTISM AND DIET

is damaged, it is not properly absorbing vital nutri-
ents from the foods we eat. We then can become 
malnourished, even though we are eating, and we 
remain hungry because our body and brain are starv-
ing for nutrition.

Leptin Issues

Leptin is the main hormone that regulates both ap-
petite and weight loss by telling your brain when to 
eat and how much to eat. Mainly it tells your body 
when to burn fat and when not to. When leptin sen-
sitivity is balanced you will stop storing excess fat, 
control hunger and food cravings, and lose weight 
normally. Cutting down on calories is an actual diet 
of long term self-defeat. This tells our body we are 
starving and further imbalances leptin, keeping us 
fat.

Sugar Causes Stress

We are not meant to use sugar as our primary fuel. 
This comes from a triggered stress response that 
causes our fat burning hormone, leptin, to become 
imbalanced.  Leptin is produced by your fat cells, and 
you can become resistant to it over time. The body 
can be put into a stress response from factors such as 
improper diet, inflammation, food allergies, stressful 
environmental factors, toxins, or a brain imbalance 
that triggers ongoing anxiety. When this happens, 
adrenaline is released. This contracts blood vessels 
which deplete the cells of water, sugar, and much 
needed nutrients. A lack of nutrients causes a feel-
ing of excessive hunger. This signaling to the brain 
comes from the hormone leptin.

Brain support

Serotonin is the neurotransmitter (brain messenger), 
that helps regulate mood, sleep and satiety of ap-
petite. It is commonly depleted in many individuals, 
especially children on the autism spectrum. Sero-
tonin’s receptors are in the gut. If the digestive tract 
is unhealthy these receptors cannot provide enough 
serotonin to the brain. This can cause trouble with 
sleep, mood swings, and an appetite that is insatia-
ble. Anxiety is common with an unhealthy gut due to 
a disturbance in a system known as GABA. The safe 
amino acid GABA can also be taken as a supplement 
to assist with anxiety.
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eral that is helpful in balancing blood glucose levels, 
reducing hunger cravings and improves the metab-
olism of carbohydrates. It can be extremely helpful 
with sugar cravings. Ubiquinol, which is the active 
form of COQ10, decreases blood glucose levels by 

over thirty percent, increases metabolism, increas-
es energy, is an antioxidant, and increases the level 
of glutathione inside of the cells. Glutathione is the 
master antioxidant. Zinc also helps to stabilize insu-
lin.

Charis Hills is a residential, recreational and educational summer camp for 
children ages 7 - 18 with high functioning autism as well as ADD/HD, Learning 
Differences and SPD.   Our campers make new friends, discover a highly 
personalized, fun-filled  and nurturing environment while filling their heart’s 
desire to be accepted and succeed in new activities.  We have over 25 activities 
to choose from.   Campers play with a purpose.  1-3 week sessions.   

HF Autism  ~  ADD/HD  ~   LD  ~  Asperger’s

WWW.CHARISHILLS.ORG

Phone:  940-964-2145

Charis is 

Greek for 

grace and 

acceptance.

Located in 
Sunset, TX  

VIEW PARENT VIDEO

Karen Thomas is a Certified Massage Therapist and has practiced Craniosacral Therapy for almost 
three decades. She is board certified as an instructor of Craniosacral Therapy by The National Cer-
tification Board for Therapeutic Massage and Bodywork. Her holistic background and study of the 
human brain proved essential when her own son was diagnosed with autism in 2006, at age ten. 

Through almost a decade of research, trial and error Karen brings to you the resources and solutions 
that healed her own child from the symptoms of autism. She has put it all in writing for you in her 
book, “Naturally Healing Autism; The Complete Step-By-Step Resource Handbook for Parents.” The 

book also includes information on autism prevention, ADD, allergies, and more, (available at www.amazon.com). 

Karen is the CEO and founder of Naturally Healing Autism, and has her own regular radio show with www.autis-
mone.org. Her blog and website are currently available to assist you with answers you need now at, www.natu-
rallyhealingautism.com. Also, follow her on facebook at, www.facebook.com/naturallyhealingautism, and www.
twitter.com/AutismNatural.  Karen can be reached at info@naturallyhealingautism.com, and (805)423-4498.

http://www.charishills.org/index
http://WWW.CHARISHILLS.ORG
http://www.charishills.org/ForParents-25
mailto:info@naturallyhealingautism.com


 PARENTAL ADVICE

H
e’s busy with his full-time job, and his fit-
ness regime and I’m busy holding the fort 
at home and, well, being a full-time mum 
and carer! And sometimes we really are like 
ships that pass in the night most days, as I 
am so shattered by the time he gets home 
from work that I can’t even be bothered to 

talk to him some days.

Usually when he arrives home at teatime I give him a 
quick grunt and head off upstairs to collapse on the 
bed, catch up on an episode of Downton Abbey or 
have a dip in the bath before someone knocks on the 

bathroom door shouting “Mum, what’s wrong with 
the Wi-Fi?”

However, at this time of year, the commercial pres-
sure of romance starts to ramp up as all the shops 
flood with love hearts and roses — Valentine’s Day is 
fast approaching. 

Now this day of romance is something we have al-
ways struggled with as we have a young family, and 
having a child with autism means that finding a 
babysitter we can leave our kids with is actually like 
mission impossible — so nights out are a real rarity. 

By Michelle MYERS

My husband Gary and I have been together for longer than I care to remember, and 
those who know us well know that romance comes way down in our list of priorities. 

Date Night: Simple Ways to  
CELEBRATE YOUR LOVE 
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 Being a parent is incredibly hard work and can test us in ways we 
never could have imagined. And the only way we can be strong and 

keep fighting for our kids is by working together as a team. 

 PARENTAL ADVICE

But this year I feel that maybe we have been lack-
ing a bit in the romance department for just too long 
now and would like to rectify this somehow. So I feel 
like I should embrace the sentiment of Valentine’s 
Day this year if not the love hearts and roses bit. 

And, to be honest, when we only get one night out 
a year (if we’re lucky) I’m not about to waste it in a 
packed, noisy bar with a sticky floor, getting stale 
beer knocked down my dress as some drunkard falls 
off his barstool and knocks his drink flying in my di-
rection. And neither do I really fancy paying over 
the odds for a special set menu in my local Chinese 
restaurant when I could go the following night and 
pay half the price for food I actually want. Who said 
romance was dead, eh?

So what does that leave us with?

a) A night in on the sofa watching Netflix 

b) Just give up and accept romance is  
never gonna happen for us

c) Or use my imagination and think outside 
the box a little!

So let’s consider my options... 

Option A 

A night in on the sofa actually sounds quite appeal-
ing to me as normally watching TV together isn’t 
something that happens a lot. Our son, like many 
other kids with autism, just doesn’t sleep well at all. 
So for us evenings usually involve lots of running up 
and down the stairs, making snacks and telling the 
kids to get back in bed whilst wearing out the pause 
button on the remote control. So nights are a ‘no go’ 
really. But maybe the Hubby could book a few hours 
off work while the kids are at school? Yeah that could 
work. Then we could put on our comfy pants and 
watch a rom-com on the sofa. Maybe even pushing 
the boat out and ordering a Hawaiian pizza and a 
bottle of pop to share — in the daytime I hear you 
cry, now that’s what I call living on the edge.

Option B

Just give up and accept romance is never gonna hap-
pen for us? Well as busy as I am and as much as I grunt 
and moan at him for him leaving his socks on the bath-
room floor, I really do love him you know. We were 
teenage sweethearts in the ‘olden days’ and I couldn’t 
get through the day without him. He is my rock and 
I know I don’t always show it but he is the love of my 
life. So I reckon I have to fight to keep the romance 
alive. Being a parent is incredibly hard work and can 
test us in ways we never could have imagined. And 
the only way we can be strong and keep fighting for 
our kids is by working together as a team. So I refuse 
to roll over and admit defeat. I will keep the flickering 
candle of romance alive in our marriage. (It may be  
more of a scented tea-light kinda flame rather than a 
red hot roaring log fire- but a flame none the less it 
will be!) So how am I gonna do this I hear you ask?

Option C

By thinking outside of the box a little. Our son thinks 
outside the box everyday of his life and he has 
taught us to view the world in a unique way, and he 
doesn’t always accept things at face value. So I am 
going to learn from him and rethink my notion of ro-
mance. The commercial side of Valentines can really 
put pressure on couples to do the whole flowers and 
chocolates thing, and makes us feel bad when we 
just can’t.  Sometimes the reality is that we are just 
too busy or too knackered as parents, and the more 
pressure we put on ourselves to conform to the giant 
fluffy teddy’s and singing love heart cards, well the 
more it actually starts to feel like a chore. Something 
that we have to do because society tells us to.

So this year I am going to try and remember the real 
meaning behind the celebrations. And it’s not neces-
sarily all about romance but something a whole lot 
deeper than that:

LOVE

Love can be shown and felt in so many ways. I don’t 
need a shop bought card from my husband to know 
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 The real gift of Valentines is what I already have. My family,  
my kids and my husband.  

that he loves me. But when he leaves me a post-it 
note on the fridge in the morning before he goes to 
work, well that’s him showing his love for me isn’t 
it? And when he sends me a cheeky little text on his 
lunch break at work, I feel his love for me right there 
and then. When he says to me “You look tired go and 
have a lie down I’ll watch the kids,” that’s love. 

It’s our kind of love; a love that’s there day in day out, 
just because.

And the simple truth is that we aren’t going to face 
the day child-free so why not embrace that and cele-
brate the day of love with our children. They are the 
center of our universe so I suppose why not include 
them? We could cook their favorite dinner (even if 
that means we end up eating bangers and mash or 
fish finger sarnies). We could send them to school 
with a little handwritten message on their banana, 
get up extra early to make them eggs for brekkie, or 
spend an extra five minutes doing the funny voic-
es to their favorite bed time story that they love so 
much.

Or stop the press – maybe we could just try and sit 
around the dinner table without it descending into 
an argument and listen to how each other’s day 
went. All these little things show my kids how much 
we love them, and that’s what it’s all about really.

Maybe on the day Gary and I could start a new Valen-
tines tradition? It could be as simple as sitting outside 
on the patio under a blanket with a mug of steam-
ing hot chocolate stargazing, or sitting together and 
looking through some of our old photo albums. Just 
being together in the moment — that’s all it takes to 
show our love sometimes.

I do have to count myself very lucky as my husband 
brings me a cup of tea every morning 365 days a year. 
And I know he does because he loves me. He doesn’t 
have to say anything he just plonks it next to my bed 
as I wake up. He does this everyday not just on Valen-
tine’s Day. And maybe in my quest for romance I am 
missing the importance of that daily cup of tea Gary 
makes me every day.

Yes, the world around us may be caught up in ro-
mance, I may wish we had more romance in our lives 
and fleetingly want to buy into the love hearts and 
gifts thing. But the real gift of Valentines is what I al-
ready have. My family, my kids and my husband.  So 
I’m not going to wait until Valentines to show Gary 
or my kids that I love them, I’m going to do it now, 
today.

So let the big day pass by if that’s what works for your 
family, or celebrate it if you want. Consider making 
your own traditions and memories, but most impor-
tantly don’t compare yourself to others because what 
we have as mums to a child with autism is so special 
and unique. It’s worth far more than love hearts and 
flowers once a year.

You see my son may not be able to tell me he loves 
me, but I feel it deep down in my soul. With each 
smile, each achievement and each text he sends me, 
I feel it.  My son doesn’t like to say, ‘I love you.’  And 
I completely respect that, I never force him despite 
me telling him every day that I love him. But then 
one day he sent me a message that said “Harry Pot-
ter mum.” It took a while to figure it out, but when 
I realized what had happened — well it took my 
breath away. He LOVES Harry Potter you see, and to 
him that’s how he can compare his feelings logically. 
That’s what love feels like to him. There and then in 
that text he showed me his real love. A real love that 
inspires me to try to love others in the same way, just 
like my husband does with me every day with his 
simple cup of tea.

It’s a true, honest and accepting love. And if truth be 
told I think that beats romance any day of the year! 

 PARENTAL ADVICE

Michelle Myers is a mum to three kids, one of whom 
is on the autism spectrum. She is a blogger and full 
time carer for her son.  She also founded a Facebook 
page that offers a judgment-free place for parents 
and professionals to discuss all aspects of autism; 
no question is ever too silly! She has particular in-
terest in sensory therapies and holistic approaches, 
and she likes to share her story “warts and all.” In her 
‘spare’ time she likes walking her dogs and reading. 
Asliceofautism.blogspot.com
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  Families of individuals dealing with Autism, Asperger’s, SPD, and similar issues often suffer from sleep-
less nights. Some families have experienced months and years of sleepless nights. Overstimulation, anxi-
ety, and sensory issues are among the causes of sleeplessness in individuals. What can be done? Medica-
tion alone only addresses part of the problem. Sensory Goods Weighted Blankets are designed to work 
with the sensory system, allowing the individual to rest their body and mind. They work by calming 
overstimulation, anxiety and providing sensory input for sensory seekers. Individuals dealing with 
Down Syndrome, night terrors, Restless Leg Syndrome and other special needs have also benefited
from using these products.

Testimonials: 

“The blanket is truly amazing!!!! My son loves it , the fabric I 
picked is even better in person ....it is so well made looks like 
I should have paid twice as much as I did... Seriously exceeded 
my expectations... I have already recommended them to 
several other mommies I know who have children with 
Autism.” –Sherrie 

“… We love the quality and delivery. Price was even great too 
after shopping around, this was the cheapest, but yet amazing 
delivery! I got it within a week, 3-4 days of ordering and did 
not pay more to receive it faster. Totally & Completely Satis-
fied! Thank you!” -Olivia

“Sensory Goods is a very caring company. They took care of 
our families need and we are forever grateful. Excellent 
customer service and they respond to every question that you 
may have...” –Michelle

How Are You Sleeping? 

OT Testimonials:

“I am an OT and Sensory Goods was such a wonderful company 
to order from. This company actually understands the difficulty 
of having a child with special needs and will do everything they 
can to help out. I love this company and will definitely refer 
them and order from them again! Thanks so much!!!”  -OT Jodi 

“I am both a mom and an Educational Therapist. I bought this 
blanket for my son who has ADHD and a sensory disorder...-
None offered the selection and quality that Sensory Goods does. 
This blanket…is the perfect size and weight for my 11 year old. 
He likes to put the whole thing right on his chest and he says it 
feels like a hug. It helps him to calm down when he's had a 
rough day and...sleep better. Sensory Goods has excellent client 
service as well, answering all my questions promptly to ensure 
I got the appropriate product. I'll be recommending you to my 
clients.”  -ET Amelie 

  Our blankets are customizable with 4 
layers of fabric, allowing you to choose 
the weight, size, filling and fabric.
Sensory Goods offers a wide variety of other products suitable for 
any therapeutic program including: weighted products, swings, 
floor products, oral motors, exercise, and much more!

  Our company partners with schools, hospitals, clinics, and many 
other businesses weekly, to promote an affordable, quality prod-
uct for anyone and everyone. 

We believe in our products as do many
customers who have given us 5 stars reviews!
100% satisfaction and the fastest shipping
 guaranteed! 

Contact us at:
info@sensorygoods.com

1-800-875-7367
or visit our wesite:

SensoryGoods.com 

mailto:info%40sensorygoods.com?subject=
http://sensorygoods.com
https://www.facebook.com/SensoryGoodsOnline
https://twitter.com/SensoryGoods
https://www.pinterest.com/sensorygoods1/
https://instagram.com/sensorygoodsonline/


T
here is not anything that I would not do for 
him.  As far back as I can remember, I dreamed of 
being a Mom, and now I am! 

Dreams are funny though, they are just that, not real, 
just imagined.  They are the best possible scenario 
and everything is rainbows and butterflies. 

My dream came true.  I became a Mom, one unsea-
sonably warm March evening in 2012.  With the en-
trance of my son into this world the dream came 
true, but it was not easy.  

My son was a beautiful, healthy baby, however Mama 
was a different story.  We almost lost me after deliv-
ery from what the doctors called a “once in a blue 
moon” case.  It took awhile for me to come to terms 
with the fact that what was supposed to be a happy 
time, wasn’t quite so happy.  But I put it behind me 
and adopted the mantra, “I’m here and if something 

bad had to happen, at least it was me, not my baby 
boy.”

Fast forward to today... and my mantra just isn’t work-
ing anymore.  Why.....

Because now my little guy is taking the hit.  

I am the Mama to a vivacious three-year-old... who 
most likely has autism.

Autism, Au-Tism, that’s right A-U-T-I-S-M.   How did 
this happen?

I will spare you the year of why him, what did I do 
wrong, how can I make it better, no it’s something else 
and just tell you I was wrecked for a long time.  Being 
a Mom means giving your all, taking nothing, and if 
necessary doing the unthinkable to make your little 
one happy and healthy.  

It was supposed to be me, not him.  Not my precious 
wee-man, he was supposed to have it easy, do it all, 
do great things... how can I make sense of this.   So I 
wrote what many Moms must go through and how I 
finally realized the bigger picture.

Your smile, your giggles, the hugs that hold me tight, 
Your gentle ways, your heart, the way you see the world. 
You are just right. 
Bouncing up and down, running all around, dancing 
to and fro, 
Splashing in the water, chasing bubbles, every dog is 
your friend. 
You are just so. 
Your mmms and ahhs, daa-s and baa, every sound 
and sigh, 
High fives, pulling here and there, and hands that clap 
hooray 

A Mom’s Loving Look at the Big Picture: 
All The Pieces Fit

By Elizabeth JONES

I have a little boy.  I am the Mama to a vivacious three-year-old.  For those of you who 
know me, you know, my son is my life.  

PERSONAL NARRATIVE
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You have your own way. 
Favorite shows, toys, snacks, pillows, meals, places 
near and far, 
Everything has a place, a time, a way, and you know it 
all. 
You are just who you are. 
They say different, closed-off, sensitive, the spectrum is 
for you. 
I say unique, special, loving, always aware, and finding 
your way, 
You are just you…And Loving you is just what we do.

I’ve found there is no why, it just is.   He is who he 
is.  And I love him even more for that.  He may not 
fit everyone’s idea of a three-year-old boy, but that 
doesn’t matter. For me, for my husband, and those 
that love him all the pieces make sense together, and 
Lucas is a perfect fit, and he will do many great, great 
things!

PERSONAL NARRATIVE



Elizabeth Jones lives in quaint town by the Susque-
hanna River in Central Pennsylvania with her husband 
and little boy. She has an associates in arts for early 
childhood education and over a decade in the field as 
a teacher and administrator. After having her son she 
remained home to raise him.  Elizabeth believes that 
life’s ups and downs never stop and it is a journey, but it 
has allowed her  to enjoy the things She loves most.  She 
has  discovered the joys and struggles of being a stay at 
home mom, and it is the hardest and most rewarding 
job one can do.   For her, It has been a wild ride.  One  
that she loves, along with her  husband, her young son, 
and their little bi-level house.  Her other loves being: 

~ A passion to write stories for children that are worth telling.  
~ Create a loving, and  stylish home for her  family.  
~ And giving her son with autism a full and happy life. 

Elizabeth wants to share with you her love of family, fashion, home decorating, cooking, and the roller coaster ride 
called  parenting.  She hopes that by sharing, She may somehow make it easier for someone out there.  Given the 
day, what might be on here could be almost anything.  

Read more from Elizabeth on her blog  My House of Three or purchase her children’s book Gilbert Finds His Family 
on Amazon kindle.
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E“Every morning Jacob and I wake up at 5 am. It’s Dad-
dy-son time.  Jacob and I laugh as we play cars and Bat 
Man. Even when I don’t understand Jacob, it doesn’t 
hold him back from chatting. About 6 am, Jenna, 
his twin, wakes up and joins us.  As if a light bulb is 
flicked off, Jacob shuts down and hardly speaks for 
the rest of the day.  I’m at a loss for what I can do.”

Quick confession:

As a therapist, my goal during team meetings is to 
persuade parents and the teacher to follow through 
with my recommendations for a child.

What if instead persuasion came from a 
caring parent? 
Looking into Michael’s watery eyes, we saw his pain. 
That worried look when you have NO idea how to 
help your child catch up. You’re trying not to com-
pare your creative, kind and caring son with his con-
fident, chatty, social sister. 

How can a four-year-old know that he can’t compete 
with his twin sister?

Jacob avoided his twin at preschool. 

Excellent New Ways to Help 
Your ASD Child Talk at School

By Keri VANDONGEN, SLP

COMMUNICATION

We were chatting before our IEP (individualized education plan) team meeting.  
Michael, Jacob’s Dad, was narrating the special moments he shared with his son.
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  The only way that Jenna will become a supportive friend  
for Jacob is by joining in with help from Dad.

He visited every play center and played briefly with 
his classmates. But Jacob hardly spoke with them 
unless his teacher, Miss Kristina helped out.  As our 
team went over goal after goal that Jacob needed 
help with, I thought about Miss Kristina.

The kids idolized Miss Kristina and they followed 
her compassionate lead. The outgoing kids help out 
their quieter classmates by directing their play in 
the house center and joining kids who were playing 
alone at other centers.

Thinking about these kids gave me an idea, which I 
bubbled to share with our team.

“I want to lead a circle time with the whole class. The 
outgoing kids can help with an idea that I’ll demo. 
After circle time, I’ll practice the idea with Jacob and 
these kids.”

Miss Kristina eagerly agreed.  We chose the same 
date that Jacob’s mom, Susan was volunteering in 
class. (A bonus to have Susan learn the idea too.) To 
our surprise, Michael announced he’d take time off 
work to videotape circle time. 

What if classmates were shown how to 
help?
Circle time was beginning on a caffeine-induced high. 

Miss Kristina and I became the characters of our pup-
pets. We acted as quieter kids letting friends know 
they want to play. We acted as outgoing kids includ-
ing quieter kids in their play. 

As the kids clapped, my puppet’s character gave 
them a quick pep talk.

“You’re all wonderful play partners!

Your quieter friends want to join in your play and talk 
with you.

They need your help.

Let’s cheer for being helpful friends!”

As the roars of cheers turned into fits of laughter, I be-
gan a Follow the Leader game around four classroom 
centers. I chose one lucky child to be my partner at 
each center. The other kids circled us and watched 
our demos, vibrating in hopes they’d be chosen next. 
I played the role of a helpful or a supportive friend. 
My partner was coached through role of a quieter 
friend. Together, we made play dough creations, we 
told a story with the pirate toys…

The kids giggled as they recognized us playing 
and chatting just like they do at each center. They 
watched how to invite their quieter friends and how 
to get invited.

I even coached Jacob into being my partner at the 
house center. He was such a trooper, performing for 
his whole class and proud parents!

What if the team listened and learned 
from each other?
I rushed over to chat with Michael before he headed 
out. The worry in his eyes was replaced by a look of 
gratitude. Michael’s thoughts exploded. “I can’t wait 
to include Jenna in our Daddy-twins time. Jenna can 
learn to be a better friend who lets Jacob talk.” 

Including Jenna in the special moments that Michael 
and Jacob shared?

Hmmm… Michael had a point. The only way that 
Jenna will become a supportive friend for Jacob is by 
joining in with help from Dad.

Back at the snack center, Jacob sat beside his bud-
dy, Eric. The boys showed off their snacks, chatted 
and shared hilarious sound effects; I didn’t join in. By 
watching the kids, I knew they were fine communi-
cating on their own.

After snack, it was time to head outdoors. 

Jacob made tracks in the dirt with a long stick. I 
headed over to coach a group of girls playing “ice 
cream stand” on being supportive friends for Jacob. 

COMMUNICATION
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Then I stood back and watched the girls invite Jacob 
over. They treated him like a prince and helped out 
as needed. As the girls pampered Jacob, they took 
turns asking and getting what he wanted for his ice 
cream creation.

Walking into the classroom, I held my breath. The 
toys and activities that Kristina was cleaning up 
were the evidence from our extraordinary team’s 
efforts.  Kristina ran over for a hug and she read 
my out of control mind. (Read at a frantic speed…) 
“We did well today! We took that painful look of wor-
ry out of Michael’s eyes.

Did you see how excited he was to include Jenna in 
their special playtime with Daddy? 

Oh my goodness, Jacob’s classmates are amazing 
friends for him! 

I’ll keep encouraging them to include Jacob and their 
quieter friends to join in their play.

Anytime you want. Come back and lead circle time 
or just hang out and play with us!”

COMMUNICATION

As I drove home confident that Jacob would soon 
start to speak more in class, I thought of YOU.  

Before your next team meeting, agree on one big vic-
tory for your child. 

Helping your child achieve this victory requires your 
whole team to help out, problem solve “outside the 
box”, and to work together.

Remember, you are advocating for your child. 

You CAN persuade your team to care enough to 
believe in your child’s success.  Success with that 
victory means your worrying will change to gratitude. 





Keri Vandongen is a speech therapist (SLP) who loves 
making speech fun with young kids and connecting 
with their families.  She enjoys listening to, collabo-
rating with and supporting parents who are practic-
ing speech, so it can be fun and easier to carryover 
speech progress. Visit Keri at http://myspeechparty.
com/fun-blog for inspiring ideas and helpful ways 
to carryover speech. Connect with Keri on Facebook 
at https://www.facebook.com/myspeechparty/ and 
on Twitter at https://twitter.com/MySpeechParty.

http://myspeechparty.com/fun-blog
http://myspeechparty.com/fun-blog
http://www.decodingmyautism.com
mailto:Support%40DecodingMyAutism.com?subject=


I know that the simplest types of home exercise 
programs that I have completed are those that fit 
most seamlessly into my daily life; the more steps, 
the more extra ‘stuff,’ the harder it is! Why not use 
daily life activities, routines, and structures that are 

provided and utilize them to work on focused areas 
of intervention? I have written in the past about vi-
sual perceptual and motor skills. In this piece, we are 
going to focus on fine motor skill work activities to 
incorporate into our busy lives.  Here are some help-
ful tips:

  In the Kitchen: When making dinner/lunch/
breakfast, ask your children to help you open 
and close a variety of containers, scoop out in-
gredients, and mix. Using small utensils, such 
as spoons, will work on building up the tripod 
grasp pattern, further strengthening a func-
tional grasp pattern for writing and drawing 
activities. Encourage them to open their own 
food containers independently, especially when 
you are not in a rush. Sometimes, I have to sit on 
my own hands to do so! This reinforces self-care 
independence, along with fine motor control 
and dexterity.

  Drawing Time:  Have those ‘what do we do?’ 
moments during the week (for example, while 
trying to get one kid to bed, or helping an old-
er sibling with homework)?  Want an activity 
idea  that will help your kids decompress and 
replace screen time? Set up designated draw-
ing time during  the day, put on some calm-

ing music, and this will not only set a relaxing 
mood for the house, utilize their imagination, 
but will allow routine and consistent times for 
your kids to practice their fine motor skills!

  Art Center: To make it easier for our kids to ac-
cess art supplies, we converted part of our den 
to include all of their art tools, organized by 
type. One shelf is designated for coloring pag-
es and paper, one shelf is designated for differ-
ent art projects that are boxed, one shelf is set 
aside for putty and play dough, another shelf 
is specifically for different writing and drawing 
utensils, etc. (Small space hacks!)

�� �Board Games Area:  Our kids spend a good 
part of their mornings (and weekends!) going 
to the board games and playing together (or 
alone,  depending on the activity) for hours! 
Similar to the art supplies, another part of our 

Simple Ways to Integrate  
FINE MOTOR COORDINATION, 
Strength and Dexterity Activities
By Lauren BRUKNER, MS, OTR/L

As a busy mom of three kids, I love writing these types of articles;  articles where I 
share  activities that can really set the stage for major skill development while pro-
moting child  independence and confidence (plus, they will hopefully allow you to 
have a second or two to do a thousand other things...or sit). 

1.

2.

3.

4.

AUTISM SOLUTIONS
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den has been set aside for board games. See 
below: 

� ��Play Dough and Putty: Another independent 
activity that our kids love to do throughout the 
week  is to play with the various play dough and 
putties that we have, adjacent to the art sup-
plies in our den. (For these activities, we have a 
rule that they need to use these manipulatives 
at the kitchen table-they can stick to carpet!) For 
examples, see the picture of the art center. 

  Building Manipulatives: In our playroom, we 
have areas devoted to just different types of 
building toys. Examples include, but are not lim-
ited to Legos, Clics, Magna Tiles, Lincoln Logs, 
Tinker Toys, ZOOBs, Squigz, and K’nex. Simply 
suggesting, “Why don’t you build me some-
thing fun — surprise me!” usually has them off 
and creating their next project. They are ‘build-
ing’ on those fine motor skills, along with vi-
sual motor and imaginative play skills, as part 
of every-day play! See below for an example: 
 

 

Through this set up, kids can have a degree of own-
ership over a choice of an activity choice, skills are 
embedded in motivated and joyful play, and are thus 
acquired happily and in a manner that fits into every-
one’s lifestyle with minimal fuss, and hopefully, maxi-
mal function and smiles!

5.

6.

Lauren Brukner is a Senior Occupational Therapist 
and author who graduated with a Masters of Science 
in Occupational Therapy from New York University. 
She is a mom of three kids, ages 7, 6, and 5. She spe-
cializes in sensory integration and self-regulation 
strategies in children and young people, and their im-
plementation in home, school, and community set-
tings. She is an author with Jessica Kingsley Publish-
ers, and is the author of «The Kids’ Guide to Staying 
Awesome and in Control: Simple Stuff to Help 
Children Regulate Their Emotions and Senses» 
(July 2014), and of the upcoming book:»How to Be 
a Superhero Called Self-Control!: Super Powers to 
Help Younger Children to Regulate their Emotions 
and Senses» (November 2015). Brukner holds ad-
vanced training and certification in Integrated Lis-
tening Systems, and is a Certified Screener for Irlen 
Syndrome/Scoptic Sensitivity. She is a contributing 
author to Autism Parenting Magazine and Firefly-
friends Special Needs blog. She has appeared as 
a guest on The Autism Show and The Manhattan 
Neighborhood Network’s School-Home Connection. 
Brukner’s books have been listed as resources on 
websites such as Everyday Health, Aol’s Health and 
Wellness, MSN Health, and Friendship Circle, as well 
as Special Needs Book Review, among others. She 
blogs at www.awesomeandincontrol.com.

AUTISM SOLUTIONS
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M
y oldest grandson is a little more than 
eight years old.  He’s active, enthusias-
tic, and as cute as could be. He has au-
tism. We first learned he had an issue 
when he was about two years old.  It 
was becoming clear that something 
was different.  He lost some of his 

words and was not really progressing in certain key 
social areas. The quest for insight and information 
began by his parents immediately.  There was no de-
nial by any of us and no shortage of effort to start to 

deal with the matter. He began speech therapy and 
behavioral therapy shortly thereafter as the search 
for insight progressed.  

Like every doting grandparent, I was concerned. 
I’ve always had a close relationship with my grand-
son and we played together often.  From infancy 
we played peek-a-boo and I tickled him and rolled 
around on the floor with him. He laughed and cooed 
and we both had a ball.  It never mattered to either 
of us that he might have some developmental is-

By Steven JOSIAS

A Special Life Bond:  
THE JOY OF TICKLING

My new granddaughter is now six months old.  She does not do much except eat 
and sleep. She is just starting to sit up and may soon begin to crawl.  We can play a 
little peek-a-boo and a few other early infant games.  What can we do for fun to get 
to know each other? It seems we have discovered that our most fun comes from tick-
ling. It’s simple.  We always get a laugh and a smile and have a great time.

PERSONAL NARRATIVE
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sues that were being evaluated.  He did not know 
that something was different for him.  I did my best 
to learn and hope and play with him in the same in-
tense yet caring way. We were buddies. I loved him 
and an occasional hug or kiss from him was a price-
less reward for my interest. Oh, and he loved to be 
tickled. He loved to be held, to receive attention and 
be cared about.

Throughout his childhood, tickling has been one of 
our favorite activities. Even at age eight he comes 
over to me and now says, “Grandpa, tickle me.”  It is 
a thrill for me that he still enjoys this form of inter-
action. It is a joy to hear the unrestrained laughter 
and to see his sparkling smile. He’s a lot bigger now. 
When he’s had enough tickling he can easily escape 
from grandpa’s grasp. He rarely tickles me. I have no 
idea why.  It doesn’t really matter, but it is interesting. 

It’s fascinating how much I can tell about his mood by 
his interest in interacting with me. It’s marvelous that 
this most early interaction is something we still share 
to this day. It seems that somewhere along the way 
the play between us became a bond. This little game 
became a special activity for us to enjoy together. 
There are many activities he shows limited interest 
in. There are other activities that he has taken to with 
great success. He loves Legos. He loves to draw and 
is very talented at that. Every day has brought new 
surprises and many successes. It may be that this ba-
sic form of play is part of how we communicate our 
intense interest in each other. I still can’t completely 
grasp it’s significance. 

One of the things I know for sure is that these sim-
ple interactions bring him great joy. Laughter from a 
child is the sound of joy, progress, energy and love. His 
laughter gets me laughing. His interest in playing with 
me is a step forward in his socialization process. This 
is not scientific. This is not statistically documentable. 
This is only the observation of someone who in the 
most non-objective fashion can see that his happiness 
is also my happiness. I have learned that the sound of 
his laughter goes beyond him. His laughter transports 
both of us to a better place. We are both moved to joy 
and amusement. What is amazing is that he does not 
have to do much for me to be so pleased by his laugh-
ter. All he has to do is to be my grandson and to allow 
me to share his enjoyment.

After eight years of research and exploration we 
have all learned a great deal about Autism Spectrum 

Disorder. My grandson is in school. He receives occu-
pational therapy, art therapy and wonderful educa-
tional and life enhancing services.  He is surrounded 
by dedicated family and committed professionals. 

Without the benefit of science I have learned is that 
his laughter is not just an indicator of his happiness.  
It is the documentable evidence of my happiness. It 
is me finding joy.  It is me being rewarded. It is me 
finding excitement and pleasure in him and through 
him. While I once thought I was making him happy 
it’s really also that he is making me happy. I can be 
silent and see reflected in him that my spirits have 
been lifted.  That I am smiling.  It’s me who is also 
joyful. It’s me who is excited and thrilled.   He is the 
one making me laugh…and all he is doing is being 
himself. He is a great teacher.  He does all this and he 
does not even have to tickle back.  I have now dis-
covered that is the real joy of tickling. 

Mr. Josias has been a practicing attorney in Florida for 
over forty years. Originally from Massapequa, New 
York, he earned his B.A. in History at The Citadel and 
his J.D. from The University of Notre Dame. He served 
in The U.S. Army and was a Company Commander 
and Battalion Operations Officer before ending his 
service in The National Guard and Reserves. In 1974 he 
founded his Law Firm in Ft. Lauderdale with specialties 
in Tax, Real Property and Governmental Law. After 
retiring from active practice he continues to serve as 
Of Counsel to the firm. He has represented over fifty 
governmental agencies at the Local, State and Federal 
level.  He has served as Special Counsel to U.S. Senator 
Bob Graham, President of the Museum of Discovery 
and Science, and as a member of the Federal Judicial 
Nominating Commission for Florida.  Mr. Josias is also 
a Certified Mediator and Volunteer Guardian Ad Litem 
for children in State supervised foster care. His other civ-
ic activities include service on numerous National and 
State Bar Committees. He was Chairman of The Board 
of a four Hospital Health Care System and served on 
that Board for eight years. Mr. Josias is also a licensed 
pilot.  He has published articles and lectured on various 
legal topics within his areas of practice and expertise. 
He has also taught courses in law at the college level. 
He is listed in Who’s Who in American Law and has 
received numerous awards for professional and civic 
service to his community. He and his wife of forty three 
years, Marlene, have two children and three grand-
children. His oldest grandson was diagnosed with 
autism at age two.

PERSONAL NARRATIVE
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D
o you have a story to share? Perhaps you have in-
formation that would be helpful to other parents 
with ASD kids and want to share the info. Why not 
share your story/info with us? Autism Parenting 
Magazine wants parents and caregivers to unite 

to help each other. Our writing guidelines are simple.

Ideally, the topic needs to be relevant to the magazine. 
Any topic that is related to parenting a child with au-
tism or being a person on the spectrum that is parent-
ing would be a relevant topic. Released on a monthly 
basis, the magazine features the latest news, tips and 
advice for parents of children with autism. With helpful 
advice that covers subjects like: behavioral tips, sensory 
processing issues, mitigating meltdowns, special edu-
cation needs and getting access to services, we are con-
fident that the magazine will become a must read for 
parents of autistic children.

We do ask that you submit a topic, title or idea of the ar-
ticle to make sure that someone hasn’t already covered 
the same thing by emailing the editor. You may use a 
blog post that you have posted on your blog already.

THE ARTICLE SHOULD BE A MINIMUM OF 300 WORDS. 
FONT DOES NOT MATTER. WE DO ASK THAT IF YOU 
USE SOURCES TO PLEASE SITE YOUR SOURCES AT THE 
END OF YOUR ARTICLE TO AVOID PLAGIARISM.

At the end of your article please include a few sentences 
about yourself and your writing or autism related back-
ground with links to your site or products.

Please note that we cannot post your article with-
out a small bio. So please do not forget to send a few 
sentences about yourself with your article.

If you have something interesting or informative to 
share please email
editor@autismparentingmagazine.com.

CONTRIBUTE

Autism Parenting 
Magazine

mailto:editor%40autismparentingmagazine.com?subject=


C
hildren with sensory impairments find it 
difficult to process and act upon informa-
tion received through the senses, resulting 
in challenges such as clumsiness, anxiety, 
and social and behavioral problems.   Ad-
ditionally, many of them have sensory-re-
lated sensitivities which impact them on 

a daily basis.  A recently published study offers help 
to those with SPD and autism, especially to those 
who are looking for a program which can be done at 
home and does not involve medications.

The Sensory Processing Disorder Foundation con-
ducted a pilot study on seven children with SPD who 
went through the iLs program (Integrated Listening 
Systems), a brain-training program which combines 
specifically processed music with visual, balance and 
coordination exercises.   The study measured func-
tional, emotional and behavioral changes before 
and after the 40-session iLs program.  In addition to 
standardized behavioral assessments the study used 
a physiological measure, EDR (electrodermal re-
sponse), to measure change in the children’s arousal 
levels.  The researchers use the term ‘arousal’ in refer-
ence to the autonomic nervous system; for example, 
an appropriate level of arousal supports attention 
and learning, too much arousal results in anxious-
ness or ‘fight or flight’ behavior.   

The iLs program objective is to build a strong neu-
rological foundation for processing information as 
well as for sustained focus and emotional regula-
tion.  While iLs is often used in conjunction with oth-
er therapies such as occupational therapy, ABA and 
speech therapy, for the purposes of the study it was 
the sole intervention.

The results of the pilot study were significant: 

iLs was conducted at home by parents four 
times per week, and once a week in clinic with a 
para-professional;

Both under-responsive and over-responsive chil-
dren realized physiological change in the 40 hours 
of therapy; in other words, those who were over-re-

NEW RESEARCH:  
Program Offers Help for Autism  

and Sensory Processing Disorder
By Randall REDFIELD,  
Co-Founder and CEO of Integrated Listening Systems

Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD) is closely aligned with autism in that most individ-
uals on the autism spectrum have significant struggles with SPD (autismspeaks.org).  

AUTISM THERAPY
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sponsive became less aroused and those who 
were under-responsive became more aroused.

ABAS Test (Adaptive Behavior Assessment Sys-
tem, often used for measuring change in au-
tism interventions) showed improvement in all 
sub-categories, with significant improvement in 
Communication and Self-care;

BASC Test (Behavior Assessment System for 
Children) showed significant changes in 7 of the 
sub-tests, including Hyperactivity, Aggression, 
Anxiety, Depression, Atypicality, Adaptability 
and Activities of Daily Living.

Excerpt from Conclusion: “This study provides 
preliminary evidence that iLs is effective in ame-
liorating conditions for some of the children 
with sensory over-responsivity and auditory 
processing impairments…notable changes in-
cluded following directions, completing daily 
tasks (e.g. homework, morning routine, putting 
away belongings) in a timely manner and reduc-
ing emotional outbursts.”

Post testing three months after program com-
pletion showed that the physiological and be-
havioral changes were sustained beyond the 
end of the program

Parents reported qualitative comments such as 
the following:

 “His reading scores came up four levels.”

 “He sleeps better.”

 “He is happier at school.”

 “His behavior in school is better.”

 “She is able to joke with others.”

 “He picks up on sarcasm more quickly.”

 “Her face seems more animated.”

Study author, Dr. Sarah Schoen, commented “changes 
in physiological arousal suggest the iLs program is im-
pacting underlying regulation mechanisms that may 
be contributing to the observed behavioral changes.  
Behavioral changes included increased relaxation, 
fewer meltdowns and a generally calmer disposition 

for participants whose arousal decreased. This small 
study is one of the first to provide empirical evidence 
of   the effects of the iLs program and to suggest an 
impact on underlying physiological mechanisms.” 

AUTISM THERAPY

For those interested in reading more, the study 
is available at no cost online. Information on iLs’ 
home program may be found at www.integrat-
edlistening.com/iLs-at-home/.

 

Randall Redfield is co-founder and CEO of In-
tegrated Listening Systems (iLs). iLs provides a 
multi-sensory program for improving brain func-
tion and emotional regulation while training the 
brain to process sensory information. iLs’ new-
est product, the Dreampad, is a specialized pil-
low that delivers sound through a subtle vibration 
which stimulates the body’s relaxation response.   
The Dreampad was initially developed to help chil-
dren with autism reduce their anxiety and improve 
their sleep. Soon after the product release in No-
vember 2013, iLs was contacted by parents letting 
the company know the Dreampad helped their chil-
dren and was also helping their own sleep. Since 
then, iLs has initiated multiple studies measuring 
the effect of the Dreampad on sleep with different 
conditions, including stress-related sleep difficul-
ties, Parkinson’s, Autism, Alzheimer’s and ADHD.   
Randall earned a M.A. in International Communica-
tions from The American University in Washington, 
D.C. He lives in Denver, CO with his wife and two boys.
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AUTISM SOLUTIONS

W
ith a child on the spectrum, especially a 
non-verbal one, it can be rather difficult 
and challenging to help our little ones not 
only learn, but also enjoy the process. One 
method that worked for my son involves 

utilizing magnets.  The examples mentioned were a 
result of suggestions from my son’s previous occu-
pational therapist and inspiration from Pinterest, the 
virtual bulletin board. 

To start, I bought picture magnets for the fridge 
(the ones used for a 4 x 6 picture), and I put weath-
er terms on index cards for each one. One magnet 
said, “Today’s Weather.” The other magnets included 
snow, rain, sun, etc. Each day, I would have my son 
go to the window, and I would discuss the weather. 
Next, we would go to the fridge, and I would ask him 
to find the weather for that day. This is a great activ-
ity to do prior to a child entering preschool or kin-
dergarten.  As a “ramp-up” activity for older children, 
you could connect the weather with pictures of your 
child wearing appropriate clothes for that season. 
This will help your son or daughter with developing 
independence in the future when it comes to choos-
ing appropriate attire for the day.

Another method for using magnets is for shape iden-
tification. I used plastic worksheet holders for binders 
(purchased at an office supply store). I bought a roll 
of magnets from a craft store and I put strips on the 
back of two plastic sheets. This allowed me to switch 

the paper out each day, depending on the task. 
Next, I took a piece of computer paper and made the 
shapes I wanted him to identify in the four quadrants 
of the paper. I started with a circle, a square, a rectan-
gle, and a triangle. Once he practiced those, I moved 
to harder shapes, like crescents and stars. I made the 
shapes by cutting them out of construction paper 
and putting tape around them to prevent ripping (If 
you have a laminating machine, even better). I put a 
magnet on the back of each one, and I had my activ-

4 SIMPLE WAYS TO  
USE MAGNETS  

to Help Your ASD Child Master Skills
By Lindsay WIEAND

“Do not train children to learning by force and harshness, but direct them to it by what 
amuses their minds, so that you may be better able to discover with accuracy the peculiar 

bent of the genius of each.” – Plato

Each child has the ability to learn, regardless of any label. If we can help our children 
find a passion for learning, then we are helping them reach their fullest potential. 
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ity complete. When doing the activity on the fridge, 
sometimes I would put different shapes higher than 
others to encourage reaching; this is beneficial for 
proprioception or the awareness of one’s body. 

To further your magnet use, you can switch out the 
shape sheet, and create animal “environments,” such 
as a farm, an ocean, or a safari.   I made animals for 
these pictures, and my son practiced sorting animals 
according to their natural habitat. If your child is ver-
bal, you can use this as an opportunity to encourage 
animal sounds. 

AUTISM SOLUTIONS

Lindsay Wieand lives in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania with her husband, 4-year-old son, and pug, Dexter. Since 
their son was diagnosed with autism in November of 2014, they’ve become very active in the autism commu-
nity. They really enjoy sharing stories and connecting with other parents who are on a similar journey. Autism-
FamilyLV.Weebly.com

Finally, I made a blank “face” for practicing body 
parts. He would take the magnets (eyes, nose, 
lips, hair, and ears) and place them on the blank 
face. This is fantastic for body awareness and 
identification. You could even go a step further 
and use a handheld mirror to show your child 
the same facial features. 

When your child needs a change in routine, you 
can put these activities on baking sheets from 
the dollar store. This makes these mini lessons 
easy to transport to another room or anoth-
er house. Whether you are trying to introduce 
weather patterns or animal habitats, magnets 
are one tool to help find “the peculiar bent of 
the genius of each” child. 
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A
s fourth graders, each of us believed our-
selves to be pros when it came to master-
ing the fine art of creating the perfect PB&J, 
and we were all anxious to put our knowl-
edge down on paper. When everyone fin-
ished writing, the class gathered around 
a table and our teacher brought over all 

of the supplies needed to make this classically deli-
cious lunch essential. After waiting a moment for the 
excited murmur of hungry children to settle, she ex-
plained to us that she would read each of our papers 
aloud while each writer had to make a sandwich fol-
lowing his or her own written instructions. The first 
of my excited classmates approached the table and 

HOW TO BETTER CONNECT  
When Your ASD Child  

Thinks Literally
By Kim NGUYEN

PERSONAL NARRATIVE

When I was in fourth grade, we were given a writing assignment which required us to 
write step-by-step instructions on how to make a peanut butter and jelly sandwich. 
The entire class of nine and ten year old kids fell silent, and the vigorous sound of 
pencils scratching across paper filled the air. 
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When you first learn that your child has autism, you really don’t 
know what to do or how to feel. You suddenly think all kinds of 

things about what your child can’t do and may never be able to do.  

handed the teacher her paper. “Step one, get some 
bread” the teacher read. My classmate reached for 
the package of bread and started to open it, but 
was interrupted immediately by the teacher. “The in-
structions don’t tell you to open the package, they 
just say to get the bread.” The girl looked puzzled, but 
waited for the next step. “Step two, get the peanut 
butter and the jelly and put it on the bread.” The girl 
reached for the peanut butter and started to open 
the jar only to be interrupted again. “It doesn’t say 
open the jar. It says, ‘get the peanut butter and the 
jelly and put it on the bread’. I guess you’ll just have 
to stack the jars on top of the bread package.” We all 
laughed and the girl did as instructed, still quite con-
fused by the situation. The teacher then explained 
to us that when you write step-by-step instructions, 
you have to include every possible detail and as-
sume that the reader has never made a sandwich 
before. Each of us got the opportunity to “make our 
sandwiches,” and each of us failed miserably.  I clear-
ly remember thinking I might have been descriptive 
enough in my writing that my sandwich would ac-
tually become a sandwich, and I clearly remember 
the moment when I realized that I forgot to mention 
that you need a knife to spread the peanut butter on 
the bread (somewhere there’s probably still a photo-
graph floating around of me reaching my hand into 
the jar of peanut butter). While our teacher was suc-
cessful in teaching us a memorable lesson about de-
scriptive writing, she probably had no idea that years 
later my clear memory of her lesson would assist 
me in better communicating with my autistic son. 
 
It is very common for children with autism to think ex-
tremely literally. They often have issues understand-
ing common phrases and figures of speech such as, 
“hold your horses” or “it’s raining cats and dogs.” I can’t 
tell you how many times I’ve asked my son why there 
is trash all over the floor only to have him stare at 
me as if he was thinking, “Because I left it there, duh!” 
What my son didn’t realize was that I meant, “Would 
you please pick your trash up off the floor?” and what 
I did realize was that is exactly what I should have said 
to him instead. Sometimes we get frustrated with 

our children when they don’t read between the lines, 
forgetting that sometimes they simply are not able 
to. Sometimes we don’t realize that we are implying 
what we want them to do instead of directly stating 
what it is that we expect. What follows is anger and 
frustration toward our confused child, followed by 
anger and frustration from said confused child. In my 
mind I hear, “Why didn’t he pick up his trash,” what I 
say is, “Are you going to do what I asked?” In his mind 
he hears, “She asked me why there was trash on the 
floor? Was I supposed to do something? Why is she 
so angry at me?” His response is anything from a qui-
et and confused cry to a full blown melt down. The 
confusion goes round and round until I give up and 
pick the trash up myself, then cry in my bathroom 
after he goes to bed because I can’t understand why 
I can’t communicate with my son.

When you first learn that your child has autism, you 
really don’t know what to do or how to feel. You 
suddenly think all kinds of things about what your 
child can’t do and may never be able to do. You go 
through just about every emotion before you real-
ize that your child is still the same child you’ve loved 
since you discovered there was a living being grow-
ing inside of you. Your child is no different today — 
post diagnosis — than he was yesterday before your 
world came crashing down on you. All that matters 
next is that you learn how to help your child succeed 
despite the challenges he or she may have. It took 
me a long time before the light bulb came on in my 
head and I was able to tie my fourth grade writing 
lesson into my methods of parenting. Suddenly it 
all became clear that I was expecting my son to put 
peanut butter on bread, but I had forgotten to tell 
him that he needed a knife and that he could not just 
stick his hand into the peanut butter jar.  When I ask 
my son to do something and am met with a blank 
stare, I think back over everything I said to him. Did I 
give him literal step-by-step instructions?  Did I clear-
ly explain to him what it was that I was expecting him 
to do? Sometimes it just takes a quick restatement 
of my request and my son complies beautifully. You 
don’t realize how much of what we say in casual con-
versation can’t be taken literally until you really start 

PERSONAL NARRATIVE
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PERSONAL NARRATIVE

to break it down. No wonder our kids are frustrated, 
we’re speaking in all sorts of funny phrases that don’t 
make any sense to them. Once I made the connec-
tion, I’ve noticed that there is a lot less frustration in 
our household. Of course I don’t always remember. 
Recently I hung a basketball hoop over a trash can 
in hopes that my son would actually enjoy throwing 
his trash away (yes, this is an ongoing battle in my 
household). One day we were cleaning and I asked 
him to “put his trash through the hoop.” After he did, 
I looked over only to find the trash can had been 
moved about two feet to the left and my son’s trash 
was lying on the floor directly beneath the hoop 
which he had thrown his trash through. I couldn’t be 
mad; he did exactly what I asked him to do. I did laugh 
hysterically for about ten minutes after. Nobody is 
perfect, and miscommunication between you and 
your child will happen. Frustration will happen. Trash 
all over the floor will happen. What will also happen 
is an increase in effective communication the more 
you put yourself in your child’s head and realize what 
it is that you literally just said. Overcoming these ob-

stacles is what is important, and your child will be 
far less frustrated if you slow down to make sure he 
or she understands. Whenever you are talking with 
your child, just stop to think about whether or not 
you forgot to mention the knife, and you will find 
that communicating can actually be just as simple as 
making a delicious peanut butter and jelly sandwich. 

By day, Kim Nguyen is the Assistant Manager of a 
hotel in Orlando, Florida, but when she is not at 
work she is spending time with her seven-year-old 
son and her nine-year-old stepson who are both on 
the autism spectrum. Prior to her son’s birth, Kim 
had no experience with autistic children and has 
spent the last several years learning how to effec-
tively parent a child with autism, simply by trial and 
error. Knowing firsthand the struggle involved in 
finding resources, she would like to share her own 
stories in hopes that her experiences will offer sup-
port and reassurance to other parents facing some 
of the same difficulties she has met in her own 
household.

If there was one new technology that could help people with autism, what would it be? 

The ASCme I.T.  app allows people with Autism Spectrum 
Conditions (ASC), and those who support them, to share 
their ideas on what kind of technology could help people 
with autism. 
Using the app, you can make a one minute video to 
explain your idea. Your video will then be used for 
research into technology and how it can help people with 
Autism Spectrum Conditions. 

For more information and to download 
the free app visit www.ascme-it.org.uk

ASCme I.T.

http://ascme-it.org.uk


I
n an effort to help autistic teens prepare for col-
lege, www.ASD-DR.com sponsored a survey sent to 
autistic college students across the United States 
in June of 2015.

Fifty-seven autistic college students responded with 
answers to six questions. Many of the responses re-
ceived provided excellent insight into what autistic 
college-bound students and their families can ex-
pect and perhaps offer an opportunity to plan ahead. 
Here are some of the responses:

          What supports do you receive in college 
          and how does it compare to high school? 
          Surprisingly most respondents didn’t have any     
           support in high school.

1. “I’ve learned there is a distinction between 
‘supports,’ which I am responsible to figure out, 
and accommodations which are a legal right in 
college.”

2. “I realized my grades would really suffer if I 
didn’t take advantage of the accommodations 
I was legally entitled to. The accommodations 
I get include double time on tests, consider-
ation of excess absences, the ability to record 
lectures, the ability to type rather than hand-
write in-class assignments, and the ability to 
leave the classroom if I get to anxious.”

3. “College is surprisingly supportive if you are 
willing to look. There are so many resources 
and tutoring options that many people just ar-
en’t aware of.”

New Survey Provides 
Valuable Insight  

for College-Bound ASD Students
By Dawn MARCOTTE

EDUCATION

While the news is filled with articles about autistic children, these children are quiet-
ly growing into teens and young adults. Many want to go to college. But college is a 
lot more than just going to class and getting the work done.

1.
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 4.  “Option to use note taker services, but it is hard 
to find volunteers to do it.”

 5.   “In college I used accommodations including 
extra feedback from instructors, accessible for-
mats in materials, breaks as needed to manage 
health and sensory needs and permission to 
use self management strategies such as stim-
ming and sensory support tools.”

 6.   “I managed to get a study support assistant 
from the National Autistic Society.”

 7.   “I don’t receive any supports, though some of 
my teachers are lenient when I tell them about 
my condition.”

 8.   “I used to get process tutoring (basically some-
one to check in on me and help me with ex-
ecutive functioning) from my college but they 
laid her off so my mom pays her privately to 
visit with me now.”

 9.   “Permission to type my work instead of hand 
write it.”

10.   “Nothing yet, but I have options if I ask for 
them.”

It is clear from the responses received that utilizing 
available supports and accommodations are import-
ant to the success of students. Different colleges 
provide different levels of support and accommo-
dations. It is important to understand what each 
student needs for support and check with colleges 
being considered. There may also be local services 
available that are unrelated to the college, but can 
provide the additional support needed.

           Where do you live and why? 
Respondents seemed to be evenly distributed 
between dorms, apartments and at home with   
family.

1. “Home, it’s cheaper to live at and commute, 
and it also gives me the comfort of a stable en-
vironment.”

2. “Dorm, because I like being in a community.”

3. “A studio apartment because it is much cheap-
er that living in the dorms and because I can 
stay there for the remainder of my college ed-
ucation without having to move every year.”

4. “I tried staying in a dorm. It didn’t work well.  

My next attempt at college is going to be from 
home because I have family here who can help 
me construct the structure that I need.”

5. During undergrad, I lived on campus, within 
walking distance of everything I needed to be 
able to get to (classes, gym, etc). This was by far 
the best living arrangement I’ve ever had - hav-
ing a meal plan and dining halls I could walk to 
easily alleviated the single biggest executive 
functioning problem I have.”

6. “I lived in a dorm on campus during undergrad 
and later on campus apartment during grad-
uate school. Cost was the most important fac-
tor.”

7. “Home, aside from the practical reasons, I can 
be my real self and charge my ‘social battery.’”

8. “Home. I couldn’t cope with planning life at the 
same time. Home is safe.

9. “I live in an apartment with a very close friend. 
I have my own room here.”

10.  “I lived in a dorm my first year with my own pri-
vate bedroom and a living space and bathroom 
shared with 3 other girls. That worked fine for 
me. Then, I lived in an apartment with a room-
mate because I wanted more private space. I 
recommend living at home. The change in 
environment each year was really stressful for 
me.”

When choosing the ‘best’ living arrangement it is im-
portant to think about things like executive functions 
skills, shared spaces and social engagement. It is also 
important to understand how much control the stu-
dent will have over their environment. A dorm where 
they must share a single room with one or more peo-
ple may be too difficult, but a dorm where they have 
a bedroom and some shared spaces may be fine. A 
single dorm room by themselves may lead to isola-
tion. In college where they live is much more than 
just where they sleep.

Consider what kinds of living experiences they have 
had in the past. How do they do on vacation sharing 
a hotel room? Have they ever traveled with peers or 
gone to summer camp? Understanding what skills 
they have now and finding a living space that allows 
them to have a safe space will help them be success-
ful in college. 

EDUCATION

2.
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           How do you keep track of classes and  
assignments? 
Paper planners and Google Calendar were the 
most common choices.

1. “Google calendar, tons of post-its, exchanging 
email with the teachers.”

2. “I always print off my schedule in the begin-
ning of the year and check it often.”

3. “I write down deadlines, meetings, etc. in a 
planner.”

4. “I used a paper planner until grad school.”

5. “I have a big dry erase calendar on my house 
where I keep my class work and schedule.”

6. “A planner book and remember to keep track 
of what time it is.”

7. “I keep a daily planner. Some professors email 
their students about class times and projects 
due.”

8. “Google Calendar on my phone.”

9. “Whiteboard with assignments, calendar with 
deadlines and events.”

10.  “Sticky notes, sticky notes everywhere.”

Executive functions like organization and prioritiza-
tion are often a struggle for autistic students. Con-
sider using the same method of organization that 
worked in high school. Check into how the college 
tracks assignments. Talk to the school to see if there 
are any support programs specific to these skills. Au-
tistic students are not the only ones who struggle 
with organization and prioritization as freshman in 
college so many schools have workshops or other 
programs for incoming students.

           How do you handle stress? 
The most common statement was some variation 
of, “I don’t.”

1. “Tons of stimming. I have sound-muffling 
headphones that I keep in my bag with me 
constantly.”

2. “This is a skill I have developed with age and 
with finding a therapist who was willing to fo-
cus on my need for coping tools.”

3. “Spending time alone in low sensory environ-
ments, especially nature.”

4. “Depends on the type of stress and the situa-
tion.”

EDUCATION

3.

4.
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5. “The right sensory input helps a lot. For me get-
ting to listen to music I like, with headphones, 
and deep pressure work the best.”

6. “I can cope well so long as I get some alone 
time, and exercise, fresh air and occasionally 
music are all helpful.”

7. “Kitties, music, deep pressure.”

8. “This is a skill I’ve developed with age and with 
finding a therapist who was willing to focus on 
my need for coping tools.”

9. “Video games and reading.”

10.  “Music. I joined Acapella and singing really acts 
as a stress relief. I also bike a lot.”

Managing stress can be the single most important 
skill for autistic students to master. Students who 
are stressed can spiral into depression, lose focus, or 
shut down. The most successful students know how 
to identify the feeling of stress in themselves and 
have created a place they can go to decompress. Stu-
dents who have a plan and know what has worked 
for them in the past are more likely to manage the 
new demands of college. 

It is also important to check into counseling ser-
vices that may be available on campus. Some coping 
methods may no longer work in college or the stress 
may be much higher than expected. Students who 
are willing to ask for help are more likely to succeed.

           How do you motivate yourself? 
Self motivation was another area where students 
openly talked about struggling.

1. “By thinking that I am worth living like any oth-
er person and that I can obtain a degree de-
spite hardships.”

2. “I motivate myself by controlling my environ-
ment and planning daily time for intense exer-
cise and nature.”

3. “Scheduling everything (Including food, exer-
cise and sleep) in my google Calendar with re-
minders helps, as does having people around 
me to remind me to leave my room on occa-
sion.”

4. “By using strong interests when possible in as-
signments and class choice.”

5. “Through a valuing of learning, the interest I 
have in the subject and the excitement of the 
long term goals I am advancing.”

6. “Ration Internet time.”

7. “By knowing what will happen if I’m not moti-
vated and because I am a people pleaser who 
is afraid of failure.”

8. “I reward myself with something I like to do if I 
get a certain amount of work done”

9. “I have a government loan. If I drop out I have 
to start to pay. I remind myself of that.”

10.  “Sometimes I give myself rewards when I’m 
productive, like having a special food I really 
like if I get most of the things done I wanted to 
do that day. I have to remember that it’s OK not 
to get everything done.”

Motivation is unique to each individual. For many 
students self-motivation is all about doing work in 
classes they don’t want to take or don’t have an in-
terest in. It is important to choose as many classes 
as possible where the subject is interesting. For stu-
dents who are still in high school and know they are 
not interested in a specific subject they can try to 
‘test out’ of that subject through CLEP tests. Know-
ing that passing a test will keep you from having to 
take two years of a subject you hate may be enough 
motivation to study hard for the test.

EDUCATION

5.
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It is also important for students to find a tribe that is 
supportive. Family can be essential in promoting self-
worth and keeping students focused on the goal. 

           If you could go back in time and give a piece of 
advice to your high school self, what would it 
be?

1. “I would tell myself to be more assertive.”

2. “For the love of God, stop worrying what oth-
ers will think and ask for help if you need it.”

3. “No one else feels as agitated by the things 
that bother you as you do, so you need to tell 
people when it happens, because they have 
no idea it’s happening otherwise.”

4. “Hang in there kid. Things will be rough for 
awhile, but you’ll become tougher. Everything 
will be okay. Nothing is forever.”

5. “Don’t be afraid to use the skills you do have 
(typing) to communicate your needs to adults 
- they love you and they will help you, whatev-
er it takes.

6. “You’re not stupid, you’ve actually got autism 
and dyslexia to go get tested and get some 
help.” 

7. “Try harder to get supports, also make sure 
you’re eating!! Oh, and animation is way better 
than computer science.”

8. “You’re not a freak. You don’t have ADD, You’re 
autistic and you’re not broken.”

9. “Start earlier in working on overcoming social 
anxiety.”

10.  “Seek help now, don’t wait ‘til college.”

Experiences vary widely depending on each situa-
tion, but listening to those who have lived the expe-
rience is one way to get learn what may work best 
for you.
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The National Autistic Society is a charity 
registered in England and Wales (269425)  
and in Scotland (SC039427).

Saturday 2 – Friday 8 April is World Autism Awareness Week! 
There are loads of things you can do to support autistic people 
– you could take part in Onesie Wednesday™ 
or organise a pink and purple bake off!

For more information and to order your 
FREE World Autism Awareness Week pack, 

visit www.autism.org.uk/waaw
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Dawn Marcotte created ASD-DR.com to help autistic 
teens go to college. It provides a searchable database 
of over 300 colleges with autism support programs 
and advice from autistic college students.

http://www.autism.org.uk/waaw
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TOP SECRETS REVEALED:  
27 Things Autism Parents  

Never Tell You 

T
hrough my own experience and listening to 
the stories of others, I have discovered 27 se-
crets that many autism parents don’t share. 
May you find some comfort knowing you are 
not the only parent experiencing the follow-
ing:

1. “I’m sorry I don’t have more to talk about be-
sides my child.”  I’m spending hours researching 
possible therapies and treatment. I don’t mean 
to bore you by talking about it all the time. 
That’s just my world right now.

2. “I don’t want to research any more therapies or 
treatments.”  I’m content with what I’m doing. 
Please don’t be offended if I’m not as excited 
as you are to hear about new treatments. I may 
also be just plain tired of research and need a 
break.

3. “I don’t have much to say.” I want to hang out 
with you, but I’m too tired to think of anything 
to say, or I don’t want to bore you (see #1).

4. “I can’t spend money on things you do.”  I 
don’t have much money left over for fun extras 
like dinner out with friends, a pedicure, or a 
shopping spree. My money is tied up with 
supplements, treatments, special dietary 
needs, therapy items, etc.

5. “I want to get together with friends, but I 
can’t.” This could be due to lack of funds (see 
#4), lack of time, lack of energy, or simply lack 
of a caregiver. I have a very difficult time find-
ing a babysitter for my child.

6. “I’m not whom I used to be.” Parenting a spe-
cial needs child changes your life. There are 
pros and cons to this. Things I once loved are 
intolerable for my child. I do not have time 
for old hobbies. My priorities and goals have 
changed. I’ve become bolder and braver as I’ve 
learned to advocate for my child.

7. “I’m lonely.”  Autism parenting can be lone-
ly. I have an abu ndance of appointments. My 

By Jenny HERMAN

Years ago I was in the throes of researching Asperger’s syndrome and trying to 
determine how to help my son. Now I encourage moms in the same situation. 

Parenting a special needs child changes your life. There are pros 
 and cons to this. Things I once loved are intolerable  

for my child. I do not have time for old hobbies. 
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Autism parenting can be lonely. I have an abundance of 
appointments. My child’s sensory needs and myriad other things 

keep me from getting out with others.   

child’s sensory needs and myriad other things 
keep me from getting out with others. Some-
times my friends leave because they don’t 
know how to deal with the situation. Honest-
ly, sometimes I withdraw because, well, see #3, 
#5, #4, and #6.

8. “I have to think ahead of different possibilities 
and plan for the various outcomes. I’m not try-
ing to be a control freak.” I have to think about 
where we are going and what we are doing. 
What will I do if he doesn’t like the food? What 
if he thinks something is too loud? How will I 
handle it if he is overstimulated but I rode with 
someone else? People may look from the out-
side and think I’m trying to control every little 
thing. I’m just trying to plan ahead so I am pre-
pared with what I need to handle the 107 differ-
ent possible reactions that could happen.

9. “Social situations exhaust me.”  While you 
sit on a bench at the playground and read, I 
watch like a hawk to see if my child is commu-
nicating with words instead of pushing when 
someone bothers him. Or, I’m watching to see 
if other kids are bullying. Or, I’m watching to 
make sure my child doesn’t run off into traffic. 
Or, I’m watching to make sure my child doesn’t 
eat wood chips. Or, I’m watching to make sure 
my child doesn’t jump off the top of the play-
ground equipment because he has no concept 
of safety. Or...

10. “Some days I wish my child could eat what ev-
eryone else can eat.” Packing up special foods 
to be able to attend events gets tiresome. So 
is packing up the gear my child needs.

11. “Special occasions aren’t fun for me.”  You 
may look at birthday parties and Christmas 
gatherings as fun. I look at them as exhausting. 
In addition to #8, #9, and #10, I have to consid-
er how long my child can handle a situation, 

what others expect, how my child will react to 
things, and so much more. It’s just not fun.

12. “I get tired of the meltdowns.” It’s often hard 
to discern the difference between a tantrum 
and a meltdown. It’s hard to admit I get tired of 
my child’s behavior and wish it would just go 
away. It’s hard to say I grow weary of dealing 
with the fallout that comes from stretching her.

13. “It’s hard for me to know the difference be-
tween hovering and helping.” That’s self-
explanatory.

14. “I don’t want to debate my choice of ___.” In-
sert  education, therapy, treatment,  etc. There 
are so many options and opinions out there on 
how to help a child with autism. I have done 
my research and testing. This is what we’re do-
ing for now.

15. “I wish your child would be kinder to my 
child.” Ouch.

16. “If only I could figure out how to help my 
child and your child get along.” Sometimes it’s 
not a matter of bullying. Sometimes it’s child-
hood and strong personalities and trying to 
determine how to explain to your child what 
my child experiences.

17. “I don’t know how to help my child.” I’ve tried 
everything I know. I’ve run out of options.

18. “I feel badly for my typical child.”  Special 
needs siblings are a special breed. They learn 
so much about how to be kind, compassionate, 
helpful, resilient, etc. But sometimes they often 
get the short end of the stick.

19. “Please don’t judge my house. I know it’s a 
mess.” When your kid screams over a drop of 

PERSONAL NARRATIVE
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water on his pants, spots on the floor don’t get 
top priority.

20. “I worry about what will happen when I’m 
gone.”  How will she survive? Who will advo-
cate for her? Who will keep her safe?

21. “Sometimes I get jealous.”  I wish I could do 
what you do. I wish I had a nicer house. I wish 
I didn’t have medical bills. I wish I could wear 
nice clothes. I wish...

22. “I feel like a failure.”  My child still struggles 
with ___. I let him down when I didn’t stand up 
for him soon enough. I should have taken him 
out of that situation sooner.

23. “Occasionally  I sit in a parked car by myself 
and cry.” I get a few minutes alone and I don’t 
have to let my child see me crying.

24. “I need help.” I cannot care for my other chil-
dren and my child on the spectrum and get it 

all done. I cannot keep her safe. I cannot keep 
the house clean when my child needs solace 
much of the day.

25. “I don’t want your pity.” Kindness, assistance, 
compassion...yes. Pity, no.

26. “I’m not a superhero.”  I’m just a just regular 
person doing the best I can.

27. “Some days I want to give up.”

Yes, sometimes I want to give up. But I won’t.

Jenny Herman writes from a real-life 
perspective so others can peek in-
side life with special needs. She 
shares what works for her in an ef-
fort to help others with homeschool-

ing and high-functioning autism. Jenny’s motto 
is “Just keep swimming.” She invites you to visit  
jennyherman.com.

http://jennyherman.com
http://dttrainer.com


M
y desire to help my child be success-
ful in school led to a new product 
designed for children/adults with au-
tism, ADHD, and other learning dis-
abilities.  From the time my daughter 
Kinslee was around two years old we 
knew she wasn’t like other kids.  She 

had horrible breakdowns when her hair was washed, 
when water would touch her face, or her hair was 
brushed. She would soothe herself with oral stimuli 
whether it was her shirt sleeve, a toy, or her fingers, 
and when she would get into trouble, she would of-

Amazing New Fidget Pillow 
Calms Busy Hands and Minds

By Robin TENBOER

SENSORY

ten shove her fingers in her mouth to the point of 
gagging herself.  She even was so addicted to her 
cup that there were times she would start shaking as 
she would watch you walk up with it.

Finally, at the age of five, we convinced her doctor 
to allow us to go get a full psychological evaluation.  
When all of the testing was complete, the psychol-
ogist stated that she was ADHD and had multiple 
characteristics of autism. When I asked him about 
what to do he said to find her something to fidget 
with because she moved constantly. After research-
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You can definitely tell when Kinslee 
is using her pillow in class and when 
she hasn’t. Without it she is unfocused 
and tends to get into trouble a lot. 
It has made a huge difference with 
her brother as well. I currently have 
them in six therapy offices including a 
MHMR counseling center and the kids 
and adults both love them. The adults 
say it has a calming effect and allows 
them to open up. I have had huge suc-
cess with this product in both therapy 
and school settings.  They are current-
ly in nine schools, a teacher store in 
San Angelo, and multiple individu-
als have been able to experience the 
benefits of this product.

SENSORY

Robin Tenboer grew up in Hamilton, TX and was 
the next to youngest out of 13 children. She mar-
ried her high school sweetheart and they have 
been married 13 years. They have three children: 
Marshall 7, Kinslee 6, and Caleb 3. They live in San 
Angelo TX where she has opened a home business 
called Little Red’s Learning Tools that makes fidgets 
for children and adults with learning disabilities. 

ing several fidgets online there really wasn’t anything 
that I felt would give her the necessary stimuli that 
she needed.  Since she wanted to touch everything 
and everyone around her, I designed the Little Red’s 
Fidget Pillow.

This is a weighted fidget that sits in the lap. Once in 
the lap you place your hands on the inside of the cen-
ter section. There you will find a variety of textures 
to explore including two patches of textured fabric. 
This allows the kids to keep their hands in their lap 
and fidget. On the top of the fidget pillow there is 
a marble maze. They can choose from nine different 
designs and four weight groups so that your child can 
receive the best fit for them. They also may include a 
lap belt for people that have poor motor control and 
a chewy tube for people with oral sensory needs.  I 
made it in available in a variety of colors so that ev-
ery child/adult can design it to fit their personality. 
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A
round the age of three, Chase’s speech thera-
pist said it might be time to speak to a doctor 
about his speech issues, but again, Melissa 
and her husband Dave were told that it was 
probably just late development. When he 
still wasn’t talking at the age of four, she put 

her foot down and sought a second opinion. A long 
and grueling year later, at the age of five, Chase was 
diagnosed with an autism spectrum disorder.

Like most parents who reach that pinnacle and pass 
through the threshold between fears and official di-
agnosis, Melissa and Dave felt both relieved and filled 
with uncertainty; Relieved to finally have answers to 
questions that had been unanswered for too long, 
and uncertain of what their next steps should be and 
what the future held for Chase. At the end of his di-
agnostic appointment, doctors at Children’s Hospi-
tal handed Melissa a stack of reading materials, gave 
her a firm handshake, and wished her good luck. For 
her, it was the beginning of a temporary downward 
spiral into depression. For so long, she had wanted 
answers, but now that she had them, she wasn’t sure 
what to do with them. She didn’t know anything 
about autism, and wasn’t prepared for the diagnosis. 
She had given birth, not long before, to their second 
son, Dalton, and was exhausted from the day-to-
day responsibilities of caring for a young nonverbal 
son and a newborn. She wasn’t sure if she could find 
it in herself to rise up and meet the challenge that 

Chase’s diagnosis presented, and for several weeks, 
she stayed in bed, doubting her abilities as a mother, 
and as a wife; doubting her ability to handle all that 
lay before her, until finally Dave came into their bed-
room one day and said, “Melissa – Enough. You have 
two sons who need their mother. It’s time to get back 
up and figure this out.” 

Cookies For iPads 
ONE MOM’S SPECIAL  
MISSION FOR HOPE

By Nikki STILES

AUTISM ADVOCACY

When Melissa Satterfield’s son, Chase, was 2 ½, and still not speaking, she began to 
worry. She made an appointment with her pediatrician, who said it was probably just 
delayed early development. Melissa requested a referral to speech therapy, anyway, 
hoping that it would help. 

Melissa handing out an iPad on behalf of Cookies For 
iPads and sponsored by The Make It Fit Foundation.
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She knew that he was right and his simple but hon-
est words lit a fire in her soul. The time for feeling sor-
ry was over. Chase deserved to have every therapy 
and form of help that she could provide for him. She 
started researching different treatments and thera-
pies and felt gutted all over again when she learned 
that Applied Behavior Analysis was the best form of 
treatment, but one that was far beyond the financial 
reach of her family at $250 an hour for sessions. Con-
tinued research into other avenues of therapy re-
vealed that an iPad could be extremely effective for 
teaching nonverbal children to speak, but even an 
iPad was out of her family’s budget. 

Determined and undeterred, Melissa fell back on a 
hobby that she had been passionate about since she 
was 11 years old, and with the help of 12 friends, two 
of which were fellow Autism Moms, she started bak-
ing cookies. She baked and sold cookies for almost 18 
solid months, sometimes doing two or three cookie 

sales a week. Just as Henry Ford realized during the 
Industrial Revolution that assembly lines are an ef-
fective and efficient way to assemble automobiles, 
Melissa learned that cookies could be baked, cooled, 
iced, and packaged under the same principles. Me-
lissa and her cookie crew would bake cookies while 
her mother manned the sale table, trekking count-
less miles to set up at various locations around town. 
Melissa says, “She was a very integral part of Cookies 
For iPads.”

The hard work and dedication of Melissa’s team paid 
off, and she was able to purchase an iPad for Chase. 
Within a week of receiving his iPad, Chase began to 
speak. Melissa says, “I’ll never forget it, as long as I 
live. I had been playing with his iPad and program-
ming different phrases, just to see how it worked, 
never imagining that he would learn so quickly. One 
morning, about a week after we had gotten his iPad, 
he walked into the kitchen and said, ‘I’d like to eat 
breakfast at the table, please.’ I almost fell over. That 
was when I realized what a miracle an iPad can be 
for a child on the spectrum, and I realized that every 
child needs an iPad.” The greatest joy, said Melissa, 
was hearing Chase say, “I love you” for the first time.

That was the beginning of Cookies For iPads. Melissa 
says, “My grandma used to always say, ‘If your cookie 
jar is full you have hope for a sweeter day tomorrow.’ 
So that’s where the Jar of Hope came from.” That Jar 
of Hope, the donation jar used during cookie sales, 
would become a literal symbol of hope for parents 
of children on the spectrum who couldn’t afford ex-
pensive therapies, or iPads for needed communica-
tion help. Melissa and her team continued to bake 
and sell cookies every weekend and started accept-
ing applications for iPad recipients. Her platform was 
simple – Give back to the community in order to re-
ceive. Recipients of iPads are required to participate 
in three volunteer events within the community in 
order to be eligible to receive their iPad, effectively 
working to ‘Pay it Forward’ and cover the expenses 
for the next person’s iPad. In the beginning, the re-
quirement involved baking cookies that could be 
sold at a table set up in front of Wal-Mart. Now, the 
program is a bit more advanced, and volunteer op-
portunities are more abundant. Melissa says those 
first few months not only served as a way to supply 
children with needed devices, it also helped to fos-
ter a sense of community, bringing together ‘Autism 
Moms’ (and dads, grandmas, grandpas, uncles, aunts, 

AUTISM ADVOCACY

Chase Satterfield, age 5, holding the very first dollar 
donated to Cookies For iPads.
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etc) for a common cause – something that was not 
there before.

In 2011, a friend tagged Melissa in a Facebook post 
about The Make It Fit Foundation’s Autism Motorcy-
cle, a custom built motorcycle covered in perfectly 
airbrushed puzzle pieces and other stunning visuals 
representing autism. Melissa reached out to Make It 
Fit Founder, Mike Hoover, and explained the Cookies 
For iPads project. The next week, Melissa provided 
an iPad for Mike’s son, Adam, and later that summer, 
Make It Fit auctioned a basket of Melissa’s cookies for 
$2,500. Melissa jokes, “I officially broke the record for 
world’s most expensive cookies!” The rest, she says, is 
history.

Nikki Stiles and her fiancé, Chip Curry, have been 
together for almost five years. Together, they have 
three children – Taylor is thirteen and Savannah is 
ten. Both reside in the home. Caiden is twenty-two 
and graduated valedictorian from Full Sail Univer-
sity in Florida, where he currently resides. Nikki has 
volunteered for The Make It Fit Foundation as the 
Communications Director and general jack-of-all-
trades for the past nine years. She has a degree in 
Web Graphic Design from DeVry University and cur-
rently resides, with her family, in Lexington, Ohio.

Melissa Satterfield and her husband Dave have been 
married for 10 years. Together, they raise three ador-
able (and totally rotten) little boys – Davey is eleven, 
Chase is nine, and Dalton is four. Melissa has two 
degrees – one in nursing and another in forensic pa-
thology. She currently works as a surgical physician’s 
assistant in a facility near her home. Her husband 
Dave works for the Ohio Bureau of Workers Com-
pensation, and is a tenured police officer currently 
employed part-time as a Deputy in Richland County. 
They reside in Ashland, Ohio. 

Moved by Melissa’s determination, vision, and dedi-
cation, Mike decided to make it official, taking Cook-
ies For iPads under the wing of the nonprofit as an 
ongoing Make It Fit project. As a team, they have 
been able to purchase and give away over 200 iPads, 
to date. 

Since 2006, Cheryl’s Cookies & Brownies has been a 
proud sponsor of The Make It Fit Foundation, supply-
ing cookies to be sold, or auctioned, at fundraisers. 
When Mike learned about the mission of Cookies For 
iPads, the connection seemed obvious. Since 2011, 
when Cookies For iPads became an official Make It 
Fit project, Cheryl’s has provided thousands of dol-
lars’ worth of merchandise for sale and auction to 
support the program. “The ultimate goal,” says Mike, 
“is to create a packaged fundraiser that would allow 
parents, schools, therapy providers, and other orga-
nizations in need of iPads for therapeutic purposes 
a means to fundraise through cookie sales and earn 
the devices they need.” They’re in the beginning stag-
es of this partnership, but as Melissa says – the future 
of Cookies For iPads is bright.

If you would like more information about The Make 
It Fit Foundation and the Cookies For iPads program, 
or to apply online, you can visit their website at 
http://www.makeitfit.org/cookies-4-ipads/. You can 
also visit them on Facebook and Twitter.

THE MAKE IT FIT FOUNDATION 
Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/TheMakeIt-
FitFoundation 
Twitter:  https://twitter.com/MakeItFitAutism

COOKIES FOR IPADS 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/CookiesFori-
Pads  
Twitter: https://twitter.com/cookiesforipads 

Cookie Production Line
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M
y kids were both diagnosed on the mild 
end of the autism spectrum. I will admit, it 
makes my life a little easier, but they are still 
on the spectrum, so I do worry. Sometimes 
I feel guilty for worrying so much about my 

kids. Like a parent’s level of worry should depend on 

which end of the spectrum their child falls. I know 
there are individuals that struggle far more than 
my kids with communication, sensory issues, mo-
tor skills, etc. so sometimes I tell myself that my kids 
must not be on the spectrum. They can talk, they 
have no motor skill deficits, very few sensory issues. I 

LOVING MOM WONDERS 
How Her ASD Daughter’s Life 

Could Have Been Different
By Kari SHERWOOD

PERSONAL NARRATIVE

That is the question most autism parents have thought but never said out loud 
because they’re afraid it means they don’t love or appreciate their child as they are.
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tell myself I am imagining or exaggerating the whole 
thing and they should have never been diagnosed 
or that they have “outgrown” it. I tell myself that they 
seem almost typical....almost. But what I’ve learned 
is that it doesn’t matter which end of the spectrum 
they are on. There is not a competition between in-
dividuals on the spectrum to see who needs less or 
more therapy or who can speak the most words or 
have the least amount of meltdowns. We all have our 
struggles and our journeys. We have all had to adjust 
our lives to accommodate therapies, behavior issues, 
and our finances, among many other things. I am al-
lowed to worry.

I worry the most on days I get to witness neurotyp-
ical (NT) children talking and playing. When you 
have never had a NT child, you don’t know which 
milestones your child “should” be reaching based on 
their age because you’ve never seen it firsthand and 
after a certain point you lose track of the milestones 
charts the doctors give you and you start using your 
own imaginary, slow-motion chart. The older my kids 
get, the easier it is to see the developmental “gap” be-
tween them and their NT peers. I watched a video of 
a NT girl today, and just watching the way she talked 
and interacted with her parents was hard to watch. 
She went to a mall with her mom in the video and 
didn’t have a meltdown. Her mom never had to drag 
her out of a store. The daughter never screamed or 
punched or head-butted her mom. She didn’t wan-
der off, sending the mother on a full-blown search 
crawling under garment racks and behind dressing 
room doors. I looked up the girl’s age, hoping she 
was at least 6 or 7. She was 5. She acted much older 
than my daughter, but they were the same age.

It’s hard to watch NT kids the same age as your child 
and realize how much distance is between them de-
velopmentally and behaviorally. It’s hard because 
you spend all of your time being so proud of your 
child for all the progress they’ve been making the 
past few months/years and then after watching a 5 
minute video all you can think of is what you must be 
doing wrong. And then you feel guilty for comparing 
your child to another child, because you know you 
shouldn’t. But still you wonder, what would my NT 
child be like? I know you cannot separate the autism 
from the person, and it is not the “quirks” I struggle 
with. I love my daughter’s personality and her quirks 
are what make her who she is. It is her inability to 
regulate her emotions, or to verbally express certain 

things to us, or to manage her auditory sensitivity 
that I struggle with (and by “I”, I mean “she”). Those 
are the parts of her autism that make our lives diffi-
cult. I’m tired of the meltdowns, the scratching and 
hitting, the crying and screaming. And not because 
it makes my life more challenging, but because I 
want to know how to help HER life be less challeng-
ing. I don’t want to trade kids with anyone or make 
my kid “better.” I want to see the smile on her face 
that I see on NT kids’ faces. Not that they are happy 
all the time and not that she is never happy, but you 
can see on their faces that they are not struggling 
internally with anything. You can see on my daugh-
ter’s face that she is fighting a big battle almost daily. 
And any good parent hates to see their kid struggle. 
Especially so young.

So even though I hate to admit it, yes, there are some 
days I wonder what my neurotypical daughter would 
be like. Not because I don’t love my daughter, but 
because I DO.

Kari Sherwood is 
a single mom of 
two, both on the 
Autism Spectrum. 
She has a B.S. in 
Human Develop-
ment and Family 
Science, and an 
M.S. in Education. 
She works as an 
Instructional De-
signer and resides in Port Clinton, OH.

Blog: http://mommyfirstrockstarsecond.blog-
spot.com/ 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/mommy-
firstrockstarsecond 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/mommy1rockstar2
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“This treasure trove of strategies goes into the nit-
ty gritty of how to support individuals with learning 
differences ages 16-26, to help them lead indepen-
dent fulfilling and productive lives,” stated Stephen 
Shore, Ed.D, author and internationally known au-
tism expert.

The 2016 dates for the “Leisure and Learn” Toolkit 
trainings have also been finalized. Trainings will be 
offered on March 21-25, July 18-22 and December 
5-9, 2016 at Villa Juanita, Ajijic, Lake Chapala, Mexico. 
Villa Juanita is a serene, spacious oasis offering pan-
oramic lake views and rolling landscaped gardens. 

The five day trainings teach essential skills for life, 
school, work, and independent living, presenting 
tried-and-true strategies that address difficulties 
with social skills, cognitive rigidity, self-esteem, and 
more. 

Trainings offer each participant with a learning ex-
perience that is active, engaging and has immedi-
ate applicable value, while leaving plenty of time 
for local activities and leisure pursuits. Training fees 
are $1,395.00 for the 5 day sessions, or $1,295.00 for 
early registration prior to February 28, 2016. Regis-
tration fees include training sessions, workshops and 
activities, along with use of a wide variety of ameni-

AUTISM NEWS

CIP Helps Young People 
With Special Needs 

Become More Independent
The College Internship Program (CIP) has launched a groundbreaking new “Toolkit” 
entitled Autism and Learning Differences: An Active Learning Teaching Toolkit.  This 
comprehensive resource book is a complete skills and competency based curriculum 
for parents, educators, professionals, and clinicians working with young adults with 
learning differences such as autism, ADHD, and dyslexia.

ties. Airfare and some meals are not included. Group 
discounts are available. 

The “Toolkit” was written by CIP Founder, Dr. Michael 
McManmon and published by Jessica Kingsley Pub-
lishers. CIP is a national postsecondary transition 
program for young adults with autism and other 
learning differences. For more information, about 
CIP visit www.cipworldwide.org .For more informa-
tion regarding the Toolkit and to register for train-
ings, visit www.AutismLDtoolkit.org.
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AUTISM NEWS

T
he Autism Science Foundation, a not-for-
profit organization dedicated to support-
ing and funding autism research, today an-
nounced that is offering a limited number 
of grants to parents of children with autism, 
individuals with autism, siblings, special ed-
ucation teachers, students and other stake-

holders to support attendance at the International 
Meeting for Autism Research (IMFAR), to be held in 
Baltimore, Maryland from May 12-14, 2016. Awards 
of up to $1,000 can be used to support reimburse-
ment for registration fees, travel, accommodations, 
meals and other directly related expenses, including 
childcare or special accommodations to enable indi-
viduals with autism to participate.

IMFAR is an annual scientific meeting convened each 
spring to promote, exchange and disseminate the lat-
est scientific findings in autism research and to stim-
ulate research progress in understanding the nature, 
causes, and treatments for autism spectrum disor-
ders. IMFAR is the annual meeting of the Internation-
al Society for Autism Research (INSAR).    Awardees 
will be expected to provide a written summary of 
their observations and experiences to share with the 
general public.

“We are thrilled to be able to offer this program for 
the sixth year in a row and to give back to the autism 
stakeholder community in a research-focused way,” 
said Alison Singer, president of the Autism Science 
Foundation. “Stakeholders play an important role at 
IMFAR and it is a unique and important opportunity 
for stakeholders and researchers to share ideas that 
move research forward.”

To apply, send a letter to grants@autismsciencefoun-
dation.org describing why you want to attend IMFAR 
and explaining how you would share what you learn 
there with the broader autism community. Letters 
should be sent as Microsoft Word attachments of no 
more than 2 pages, 12-point type, “Arial” font, with 
standard margins. In the subject line please write: 
IMFAR Travel Grant.  Letters must be received by mid-
night eastern time on February 29, 2016. Recipients 
will be announced in late March.  Past recipients have 
included individuals with autism, parents of children 
with autism, siblings of individuals with autism, spe-
cial and regular education teachers, graduate and un-
dergraduate students, post doctoral fellows, journal-
ists, and others. Additional application information 
is available at http://www.autismsciencefoundation.
org/what-we-fund/apply-for-IMFAR-travel-grant.

The Autism Science Foundation (ASF) is a 501(c)(3) 
public charity whose mission is to support autism re-
search by providing funding to those who conduct, 
facilitate, publicize and disseminate autism research. 
ASF also provides information about autism to the 
general public and serves to increase awareness of 
autism spectrum disorders and the needs of individ-
uals and families affected by autism.

The International Society for Autism Research (IN-
SAR) is a scientific and professional organization 
devoted to advancing knowledge about autism 
spectrum disorders. INSAR was created in 2001. The 
society runs the annual scientific meeting - the Inter-
national Meeting for Autism Research (IMFAR) - and 
publishes the research journal “Autism Research.”

Act Fast: Grants Available to 
Attend International Meeting 

for Autism Research
Application Period Now Open: Funds will enable parents, individuals with autism, sib-
lings, teachers, therapists, students and others to attend the world’s leading autism 
research conference.
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M
any of these thoughts are related to 
fear:  fear of the unknown, fear of fig-
uring out the best way to help his/her 
child, and fear for your child’s future.  
Wanting to do right by his/her child is 
something that all parents can relate 
to but becomes even more of a con-

cern when you receive the news that your child has 
ASD.  This article is about offering hope to those 

parents that are just starting a journey with 
a child with autism.  It offers hope because 

there is a treatment that can help your child 
and hope because there are things that 
you can do for yourself, as the parent, to 
help you advocate for your child as he/
she is going to need you to.  Here are two 
practical tips that all parents who have 

learned that his/her child has autism need 
to know:

There is a treatment that can 
help your child
There are many different treatment options 
that claim to help children with autism.  A sim-
ple search on the Internet can lead to hundreds 
of options.  As a result, it can be very daunting 
to attempt to identify a treatment that would 
work for you and your family while you are still 
just processing the diagnosis that your child 

APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS

Professional Help 
With Handling an Autism Diagnosis Now

By Sarah KUPFERSCHMIDT, MA, BCBA

According to the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention there are now 1 in 68 
children diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD).  This works out to nearly 
2 million children in North America and the numbers keep growing.  When a parent 
receives the news that his/her child has autism, there are all kinds of emotions and 
thoughts that enter his/her mind.  
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recently received.  One treatment option that has 
been backed up time and time again in the literature 
is one that is based on Applied Behavior Analysis 
(ABA).   I have worked with hundreds of children with 
autism and their families and I have seen firsthand 
the power that ABA can have in improving quality 
of life.  For some children this has meant teaching 
them to communicate, literally giving them a voice 
so that they can get their needs met, for others it was 
teaching important social skills that will allow him/
her to interact with his/her classmates.  These kinds 
of goals are set for each unique child with autism and 
are based on his/her unique profile.  Goals are set 
that work on teaching all kinds of important skills, 
not just one or two.  Granted, I am somewhat biased, 
but please don’t take my word for it.  There are lit-
erally hundreds, in fact, in excess of 500 published 
articles in peer reviewed journals that demonstrate 
that ABA is effective in teaching individuals with ASD 
important skills that will improve his/her quality of 
life.  In North America, government agencies and in-
surance companies are spending billions of dollars 
on treatment for individuals with ASD that is based 
on ABA because they know that it works.  If you want 
to learn more about other treatments or even about 
ABA itself, check out this article posted in the Associ-
ation for Science and Autism Treatment (ASAT) that 
describes how to identify treatments that have good 
evidence supporting their use.  

On your journey you may experience 
differing levels of stress: here is how 
you can cope
Parents who have a child with ASD experience fi-
nancial and emotional challenges that most other 
parents cannot even fathom.  At all stages of devel-
opment, families of individuals with ASD experience 
high levels of stress (White, S. E., McMorris, C., Weiss, 
J. A., & Lunsky, Y., 2012).  When parents first receive 
the diagnosis for his/her child they may be grieving 
the loss of what they thought would become of their 
child.  This compounded with the stress of trying to 
identify an appropriate treatment and then navigat-
ing the system once you have determined which 
treatment or provider to use can be another source 
of stress that parents with children with ASD need to 
deal with.  It has also been shown that when a child 
with ASD presents with significant challenging be-
havior, that it is more stressful for parents (Herring, 

S., Gray, K., Taffe, J., Tonge, B., Sweeney, D. & Einfeld, 
S., 2006).  Therefore, choosing an appropriate ABA 
provider should help mitigate some of the stress as-
sociated with the different/unique challenges that 
arise at different developmental stages for your child 
(e.g., transition to school, transition to high school 
etc..) and with dealing with challenging behavior.  

In some cases, despite your best efforts, the financial, 
and emotional challenges may lead to difficulties in 
coping and in some cases what may be described as 
a crisis situation.  If you are a parent and are finding 
it difficult to cope, here are three things that you can 
do:

1.  GET CONNECTED WITH OTHER PARENTS:  it 
is always a great idea to connect with other parents 
that are experiencing some of the same things that 
you are.  Every child with ASD is unique and presents 
with unique challenges and stresses but it can help 
to speak with someone who can relate to the deci-
sions and advocating you are having to make and do.

2.  ACCEPTANCE AND COMMITMENT THERAPY 
(ACT): helps people deal with difficult thoughts and 
feelings, emphasizes the acceptance of unpleasant 
emotions, helps clients develop goals that are based 
on his/her personal values, and helps clients commit 
to actions that may lead to them achieving those 
goals.  ACT has been successfully used to treat a va-
riety of specific psychological problems including 
anxiety and stress (Bond & Bunce, 2000), depression 
(Zettle & Hayes, 1986) and in helping parents cope 
with the stress and depression (Blackledge & Hayes, 
2006).  It is not necessary to have been diagnosed 
with a mental health condition for ACT to be of rel-
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Connecting with other parents will allow you see that you are not 
alone in your journey.

evance to your quality of life.  I recently used it with 
my college students in a course that I was teaching 
at a local university.  It involved 10-15 minutes ev-
ery class (which were 3 hours in length every week) 
to do a mindfulness or other ACT exercise.  Some of 
my students reported that they think it should be 
implemented in all classes at the university because 
it really helped them deal with some of the stresses 
that they were encountering on a week to week ba-
sis.  One of my students reported that our class was 
a safe place that she looked forward to going every 
week.  Many of the students also practiced the exer-
cises in between classes and with the added practice 
those students reported that it helped with some 
of the stressful negative thoughts they were hav-
ing about trying to cope with workload.  Of course 
these are just anecdotal reports, but in conjunction 
with the empirical evidence listed above it may be 
something worthwhile investigating as you start this 
journey that may lead to varying degrees of stress.  
For more information on how to find an ACT provid-
er you can check out the Association for Contextual 
Behavioral Science (ACBS).

3.  SEEK PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT FROM A LO-
CAL PSYCHOLOGIST OR ACT THERAPIST: if you 
are finding it difficult to cope and engage in your day 
to day activities.

In an article on this topic I needed to present prac-
tical strategies and resources that a parent can use 
to help mitigate some of the inevitable stress that 
they will encounter on his/her journey with his/her 
child with autism.  It is important to also remember, 
and I am sure I don’t need to remind any of you this, 
to focus on the milestones that your child with ASD 
IS achieving and celebrate those.  That your child is 
unique and to him/her you are his world.  Connect-
ing with other parents will allow you see that you are 
not alone in your journey.   Check out this video of 
Mike Lake, a father of a child with ASD as he talks a 
little bit about his journey with his son Jaden.  

APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS

Sarah Kupferschmidt has her Masters in Psycholo-
gy with a specialization in Applied Behavior Analy-
sis (ABA) and is a Board Certified Behavior Analyst 
(BCBA) who has worked with hundreds of children 
with autism and their families since 1999.  She has 
clinically supervised and trained hundreds of staff 
on how to implement treatment strategies that 
are based on Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA), she 
conducts parent coaching and training in the form 
of workshops for families and teachers on a vari-
ety of topics (e.g., safety skills, toilet training, lan-
guage development, using technology to teach, 
and challenging behavior) just to name a few. She 
is a Part-Time Professor and Co-Founder of Special 
Appucations, which is an mhealth company that 
develops solutions for children with special needs 
using ABA to inform the instructional design.  Sarah 
has appeared on Hamilton Life, CP24, CHCH news, 
the Scott Thompson radio show, The Bill Kelly radio 
show and on A Voice for All on Rogers TV and Mom 
Talk Radio.
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Watch the video on the Southeast Psych YouTube 
channel or by visiting: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=cXhXme2uipI&list=PLvRSNW1JvmxS-
rcW0hSky218DqC2c7EjOR&index=19

Learn about our free weekly webinars and more by 
visiting our website, http://www.southeastpsych.
com, liking us on Facebook, and following @South-
eastPsych on Twitter!

PARENTAL ADVICE

Expert Advice on Ways 
Aspergers Reveals Itself in Girls 
Dr. G Aspie Show – Dr. Kelley Bolton and Asper-Girls

In this episode of the Dr. G Aspie Show, Dr. Kelley Bolton takes a closer look at As-
per-Girls. Specializing in Asper-Girls, Dr. Kelley Bolton provides  key ways Asperger’s 
manifests in girls as opposed to boys and also provides tips for parents of Asper-Girls. 

Southeast Psych is one of the largest and most innovative private psychology practices in the nation. For 
us, psychology isn’t just for someone with a problem. It’s for anyone who wants to have a better life- bet-
ter relationship, more balance, and greater purpose. We have taken psychology beyond traditional thera-
py and assessment, and offer presentations, webinars, podcasts, videos, books, and so much more! When 
we say that psychology enhances lives, we affirm that we believe in what we do and what we have to offer.
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FINANCIAL PLANNING

Who Can Help Secure 
My Special Needs Child’s Future?

By Ryan PLATT, MBA, ChFC, ChSNC

Question: “As 2016 begins, I am thinking again about planning for my son and his 
future with special needs.  He is 14 years old, and at this time we are not sure how 
much support he will need in the future.  His mother and I feel so overwhelmed, but 
we just don’t know where to begin.  What is the first step we should take in planning 
for his future?”- Jeremy
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FINANCIAL PLANNING

Answer: I certainly understand your feeling of being overwhelmed when thinking about planning for 
your son’s future.  As you think about this type of planning you need to consider many questions:

  Will my son need a Guardian when he turns 18 or can he make his own decisions without assistance?

  If he does need support for his lifetime; how much money is enough so he does not live in poverty?  
How do I fund it?

  How can I ensure that my son always has access to government benefits, and still have some money 
to use?

  Where will he live, and what is the cost?

  Who will oversee his care needs if he does need support and I am no longer able or if I am no longer 
here?  What is the cost?

  If his grandparents want to leave him money to help with his support needs, how do they do that 
and not negatively impact his qualification for government benefits?

  What are his options when he leaves school and enters adult life?

  Are their tax ramifications that I should be aware of?

For more information on how to prepare for the fu-
ture, be sure to contact a financial advisor who spe-
cializes in serving families with special needs. A Spe-
cial Needs Plan is driven by what they call Unleash 
L.I.F.E.™- L.I.F.E. meaning Lasting Independence For 
Everyone™. This is accomplished with education, 
action, and support in the creation, implementa-
tion, and continued monitoring of a specifically de-
signed lifelong and integrated plan for your fami-
ly: parents, caregivers, your loved one with special 
needs and their siblings.

6000 Fairview Road, Suite 400 
Charlotte, NC 28210 
704-557-9637 
www.aspecialneedsplan.com

questions, and be able to assemble a living plan for 
your family and your son.

The third step is to hire a professional Special Needs 
Planner to guide you.  The planner you choose 
should have a very specific process that you will 
work though with them, which will result in a plan 
with action steps that will provide answers to your 
questions.   This plan should relieve your sense of be-
ing overwhelmed.

As you can see, finding a professional is a process, 
but finding the right one can ensure your son has 
the brightest future possible regardless of if you are 
here or not.

I am sure you have even more questions than I have 
listed above. 

The first step is to organize all your questions and 
write them down.  As with any area of specialty 
for your child, whether it is therapy needs, medical 
needs, or education needs it is normal not to know 
the answers to these questions; however, just like 
these other areas of specialty you found a qualified 
therapist, a qualified physician, and relied on quali-
fied educators to guide you in making informed de-
cisions to help your child.  I suggest you do the same 
in this area of your family’s life.

The second step is to research professionals that 
specialize in this area of planning.  You will find 
that most professionals who are considered Special 
Needs Planners will be Financial Planners and/or At-
torneys.  As you research, you can ask your network 
of fellow parents if they have started this type of 
planning and who they relied on for help.  Ask your 
fellow parents if their planner helped them with all 
the questions you wrote down on your list.  If they 
did not, then you will want to continue your search.  
Please know that Special Needs Planners are few and 
far between, and you may have to work with some-
one outside of your local area.  Please continue your 
research on line, by searching for Special Needs Plan-
ning, reviewing websites, and calling those organiza-
tions.  Ask them to schedule a phone call with one of 
their planners for a complimentary conversation.  It 
is in this conversation that you will determine if this 
company can help you answer most, if not all, of your 
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Yummy Burrito 
Bowls Sure to 
Please Entire Family

Healthy Eats courtesy of

By Elouise ROBINSON, 
Autism Food Club

Ingredients:

2 garlic cloves, finely crushed  

1 tablespoon of oil e.g. olive or 

rapeseed 

1½ cups of brown rice 

1 cup of passata

½ cup of white chopped onion

1 cup of chicken stock (or use 

vegetable if you want a veggie 

version) 

Chili to taste e.g. 1 teaspoon of 

ancho

B
urrito bowls are a 
healthy, filling meal that 
you can easily adjust to 
each person’s preferenc-
es. If you are short on 

time, you can also take short 
cuts such as substituting your 
favorite pre-made salsa or gua-
camole.

METHOD:

  Preheat the oven to 180˚C/350˚F.

  Heat a medium ovenproof saucepan over 
medium heat.

  Add the oil and rice. Stir frequently to gently 
toast.

  Add the passata and chicken broth

  Stir and let the mixture come to a full boil.

  Cover the pan and set in the middle of the 
oven.

  Bake 40-45 minutes.

  Remove from the oven and let stand for 5 
more minutes

Mexican Style Rice 
ou may prefer to make without any tomatoes or to use 
salsa instead
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Ingredients:

1 avocado

3 baby tomatoes or ½ tomato

3 spring onions

Juice of 1 lime

4 sprigs of coriander/cilantro

Seasoning to taste

Chili – optional, add according to 

taste 

Ingredients:

1 teaspoon of oil 

1-2 garlic cloves 

1 heaped teaspoon of chipotle paste 

1 heaped teaspoon of honey 

Juice of a lime 

1 teaspoon of white wine or cider 

vinegar 

1 pinch of dried thyme 

1/2 teaspoon of dried ground cumin 

1/2 cup mayonnaise

Ingredients:

1 punnet (small basket) of tomatoes 

1 red pepper, roughly chopped 

Zest and juice of 1 lime 

1 clove of garlic 

Seasoning to taste

5 sprigs of coriander/cilantro

¼ teaspoon of dried habanero

1 teaspoon of dried ancho   

(Dried chilies are a great store 

cupboard item, but if you wish, use 

fresh chilies to suit instead)
METHOD 

1. In a pestle and mortar, grind (or food 
processor, blend) the spring onions, co-
riander/cilantro, tomatoes, salt and the 
chili to a fine paste. 

2. Add the lime juice

3. Mash in the avocados.

METHOD:

Add all the ingredients to a food processor 
and gently pulse to chop and combine. Or 
you can finely chop all the fresh ingredients 
and mix together.

Guacamole Salsa

Chipotle dressing In a small pan, heat the oil on a medium heat. 
Add the garlic and chipotle paste and cook for a 
minute. Add all the ingredients to a bowl and stir 
together.

Prepare any other items such as lettuce, chopped 
peppers, cooked meats such as roast chicken and 
black beans 

To put together, place the lettuce around your 
bowl, fill the centre with rice then add your top-
pings and drizzle with the dressing.
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